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YAOUNDE ICPI - -  reosptlongivenattheMoun.t i tinerarytedayisa_me.eting delegation, ineludlngEx- begin offlclally.'a 16-day, 
~d isn  Prime Minister Febe palace, where ~e m .ram uameroan ~emocm ternalAffairs Minister Flora four-country state visit to 
Joe Clark met privately staying, for Canadians who Ahmadou AhidJo, private' MacDonald, talcing part. Africa. 
Stiada Z with PaulEmfle are living in Cameroon. tslk.s, that will last.for about The meeting will be Thousands  o t  
Cardinal  Leger, former Clark then went sight-, twonours.Tnerevm~menue followed by a news con- Cameroonians,someofthem 
Roman Catholic archbishop seeing on a railway that ~e a~. luncheon jvl_th P~i~m~. ference, in native dress with Clark's 
of 'Montrml who runs a canadian, government s Munster t'am mya nos. . A crowd of about 100,000 
emtre f~ the.handicapped helpingto'flnance. He was Following luncheon, Clark turned out at the alrp~rt and 
, ;~ .... ~ . . . .  , . . ,  i 
LE6XSLATXVE LIBRARY, COMP. 77179 
PARLIAMENT BUILD f.NGS, 
• Cl'arkholds ; "  meeung M'th Cardinal Leger 
Ineludtug lepers, in this baekinthepalacelate in he will go back Into meetings 
Camerosn capital, afternoon. • with Ahidjo, with .other 
After that Cinr k went to a The main thing on Clark's members of the Canadisn 
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~ a motorcade route to Clark on Saturday 
when he arrived here to 
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picture In their headbands, 
danced and sang as the' 
prime minister tended at the 
capital's alrpoi*t aboard a 
Cameroon ~government 
Diane, Heather, Bradley and Gerry Quinn inspect l ocomot ive  at•Alcan 
t 
IN CANADA 
Energy trans,lformation is halfway 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Canada the head of the federal chance the oil price increase harder to find and more engineer you talk to calls 
Is halbwaylnfo a 10.year government's energy con- the, Progressive Con- expensive in th'-e years himself an environmental 
tranffermatlen of attitudes servation program., servatlve government is ahead, ~onsultant." 
which will make it an IanEffurd saidin a recent planulngwlil accelerate his Hehase~hisl0-ycarruleof Efford sees some signs of 
.¢mqD4a.ving country, eays interview there is a good lifestyle change• thumb for major attitude change. Homeowners a re '  
Boeing 727 Jelliner after a 
short vislt to the port city of 
Dounla. 
Clark was officially 
welcomed at the airport by 
Ahldjo, inspected a guard of 
honor and met members of 
the diplomatic orps before 
being taken by motorcade to
.the government's official 
guest house at  Mount Fobs. 
Men. day, July 30; 1979 
But Efford, director of the  shift# on two social tran. Nicaragua j u n t a  °"ice °f energy c°n sf° au°us he has ° rved 9 ° ' " servatlon, is convinced that since the early 1960s~ . • 
$ expensive oil will'nst in itself At that ime, he recalled, It
La'ovide sufficient incentive was accepted without 
: to push people into ahan- question that Canada was wants weapons doining ~their. wasteful underpopulatod. The way to 
habits, create new markets for 
MANAGUA (AP) - -  Nlea- 
'e new ~ Junta has 
the Unlted States for 
Wenpom to help suppress 
say attempted •counter- 
~evolutlen, a government 
0fflciaf ~dd Sunday• 
Alfcedo~ Cesar Aguirre, 
dddof.etuff ~ .  the recon- 
struetiun government ap- 
polntud by the Sandinista 
Naf/omi Liberailun Front, 
a request has been 
made but it did not list 
q~/l lc weapons. 
"The .weapons would not 
~e to arm more people but 
baly to consolidate the 
Sandlnista rmy for the 
&fanes of Niosra~a," he 
~dct 
~,Yhe request could not be 
~ghQfirlned immediately with 
~.M~embaesy officials, In 
Waalilngten, U.S. state 
department spokesman 
Anitu StwAman questioned 
Recent studios of con- h~,nsty was to fill up the 
muller esponse to risIng oil cm~ . 
Somoea was ousted two prices in Europe and Japan By% 19706,'people had 
weeks ogo in the Sandinista. phow it takes consumers six changed their thinking• The 
led uprising• Claiming that [~eight years to alter their c~tsoffillingupthecountry 
the U.S. arms cutoff,helped ~l~'iy:buying habits, 
the Sandinistas gain power, ' ]~ ' .~  just reUm'ned from --pollution, increased social 
tensions, more roads, urban 
he fled to his push Florida a v i~.~o Britain where growth and taxes -- now ap- 
estate and was reperted iobe gaso l id~3a gallon, peared too high and they 
sailing In the Caribbean "PeolM~kre still driving were content o leave large 
aboard a luxury yacht• there. -Sb/ne of them are areas of the country unfilled. 
At a news conference trying to recLuce the number 
Saturday wi ths ix  other of miles they ~drive every During the same decade, 
members of the Sandinista year, but they'll, still on the . there was a second major 
nationaldirectorate, Interior roads everywhere," change In perceptions, In the 
Minister Thomas Borge said 
he had made a request o 
Pezzulla for weapons "to 
defend our country against 
reactionary and im- 
perialistic forces in ~Latin 
America," 
Efford says theflrst hing early 1960s, Efford could 
most Canadtam a/~ likely to barely find ~n engineer at 
do is slightly curtail car any of the major utility 
travel and give upo~er non- 'companies willing to admit 
that pollution was a threat. 
essential i tems in their "Now'  ahn0st '  every 
budget so they can affOrd to 
confihue consuming oil• ' 
But once they realize that 
tak ing  advantage  of 
government incentives to 
improve their insulation." 
More small ears are on the 
streets and several leading 
industries have launched 
major energy-reduction 
drives. 
At the same time, he sees 
annoying symptoms of a 
society clinging to a sell- 
righteous determinat/on ~ not 
to turn down thermostats or
stay away from gas pumps. 
."We're about half way 
through the process," he 
says, estimating it will take 
another five years 'until 
Canadians can' be called a 
conserver society. 
"The technology is 
available now," Efford says. 
"We've had the means to 
make this change for about 
20 years• 
"We've concentrating our 
efforts on making people see 
that waste really is cosily." 
how a form~ request could 
have been made, saying U.S• 
Ambassador Lawrence army. 
with his wife and three young Penulio returned ./~ Man- --Sandlnistas have been won't pressure them tc~ The Indochinese refugee, children, is used to being 
NPm on Saturday a~d had exercising polltlcal power much, They don't like ad- who arrived Friday, liked first. 
not yet presented, his along With the five-member mitring they've lost control the Causdianflour he used to  He said he did not cheese 
Junta they appointed but of their lifestyle, but make his living as a to leave his homeland. He 
eredendais to the govern, roles will he worked out to gradually there is a change noodlemaker in Vietnam. was expelled from the city of 
meal represent other political in poroeptlona." 
Then he read about Haiphong because he is said the U.S. has~,9o .groups. ' • Efford 'says he is Canada nd saw pictures of Chinese. 
arma agreement •in force --The government will call sometimes frustrated when ltlnamagasln'e, andheliked He bought a fmhing beat 
with Nicaragua and she on women as well as men to he.sugaesta what he thinks is even 'better the land that with gold contributed by 
kuw only of arrangements perform military service, a logical and reasonable produced the flour, famliyandirlendsandsafled 
for economic aid One directorate member, change in energy con. So Hcang was one of the for more than two months 
Clark is accompanied by 
his wife, Maureen McTeer; 
Miss MacDonald; Senator 
Martial AseeIIn, minister in 
charge of the Canadian 
International Development 
Agency, and other govern. 
meat officials 
The visit to Cameroon is 
viewed as important by 
Clark because it gives him a 
P~ . 
chance to discuss Af~can 
affairs In detail with AhidJo 
before going on to ,the 40- 
country Commonwealth 
summit conference in 
Lusaka, Zambia~ which be- 
gins Wednesday. 
Besides Cameroon and 
Zambia, Clark will also visit 
'fanzanla nd Kenya. 
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Spanish bomb 
injures 113 
ploiters. 
MADRID (CP) . - -  At least 
four persons were killed and 
113 other persons - -  in- 
eluding possibly two 
Canadian women --  injured 
Sunday in. three powerful 
bomb explosions at two 
Madridrailway stations and 
the'capital 's airport, of- 
n~la  reported. 
The Madrid civil gover- 
nsr's office reported one 
Canadian woman was In- 
Jured and a ho6pltel source 
said another" Canadian 
woman also was among 
those injured. The reports; 
however, were not officially 
confirme~ 
Basque separat i s ts  
claimed responsibility for 
the blasts. 
The French news agency 
Agence Franee-Presse 
identified the two injured 
Canadians as Gcorgett~ 
zraq 
are executed 
tribunal of six judges, An 
Nahar skid. 
The reports, which said a 
total of 250 persons,had been 
arrested, could not be 
otherswise confirmed. Even 
major developments in 
Iraq's secrecyshrouded 
leadership are ofte n difficult 
to verify. 
The news agency report 
late Saturday, quoting a 
council communique, said: 
"The plotters received funds 
from a foreign quarter (and) 
funnelled instructions from 
it.... ~The plot was hatched to 
BEIRUT (AP) - -  Iraqi au- 
thoriUes executed 34 plnt- 
ters, jailed 250 and are 
hunting others ,  after 
crushing an attempted coup 
aimed at aligning Iraq with. 
the U.S.-spomured Middle 
East peace process, reports 
reaching this Lebanese 
capital Sunday said. 
The official Iraqi news 
agency said the alleged plot 
to topple president Saddam 
Huseein was masterminded 
by five members of the 
place Iraq: in. tha~dnu:iot f 
the American.led surrender 
• plan which serves the in. 
forests of (Israeli) Zionism 
and the forces of darkness." 
Aglaedoyon and Angels c o u n t r y ' s r u ! i n g 
LePage but gave n¢ Revolutionary Command 
ixunetoWm. Council. All were arrested, it 
~nmen~'~e a~T#:e:Y unnamed "foreign quarter" 
Basque provinces. 
Advance warning of the 
explosions was. given to the 
• Basque news agency 
Eoskadi Press. The agency 
said it passed the warning 
immediately topolice in San 
Sebastian and later to the 
Spanish news agency EFE in 
Madrid. 
EF~ said that after it had 
l~calve~ the warning, it 
in~ed~in~j tely called police. It 
said~e first bomb went off 
about ~0. minutes later. 
In a .c,o~munique s nt to 
Euskadi Press the Basque 
separatist~ movement ETA 
later clairde~i it had given 
advance ~v ,a~'~.,.g'~5 minutes 
before the first b|as{~. 
It accused the ~panish 
government and p~/ee of 
failing to use all necessary 
means to have ',the 
threatened areas cleared. 
In the Paris bureau of 
Reuters news agency, 'a 
communique purporting t~ 
have come from ETA 
warned Sunday that more 
bombs would be set off in 
Spanish tourist centres if the 
movement's demands for 
Basque independence from 
SpaIn and rel~se of Basque 
nationalists inSpanish jails 
are not met. 
An explosion at the Atecha 
railway station in the centre 
Madrid killed two parsons 
and drove scores of hloodied 
and  choking passengers 
from the building three 
blocks from the Prado 
Mmeum, city officials said. 
But not all • Arab 
diplomatic sources here too)( 
the report at face vaipe. 
Some speculated that ~e 
coup leaders were oppc~ to 
Iraq's recent crackdown on 
Iraqi Communists, 'which 
has seriously strained re- 
latium with the Soviet Union, 
long Iraq's armsi supplier 
and political mentor. 
Others said the coup at- 
tempt "must have Ibeen a 
result of disagreement over 
Hussein's rapprochement 
inspired the coup attempt, 
which would have put Iraq in 
the United States "chariot." 
A Kuwaiti newspaper 
' charged Egypt was behind 
the plot. But some diplomats 
here speculated the coup bid 
was  actually aimed at 
halting Iraq's drift toward 
the West under Hussein. 
The Kuwaiti newspaper 
Al-Siynssa said 34 supporters 
• of the five chief conspirators 
were executed in the Iraqi 
capital of .Baghdad last 
Wednesday. It said these 
included ranking members 
of the ruling Baath Socialist 
party and army officers. 
The .authoritative Beirut with Syria and Saudi Arabia 
newspaper An Nahar said and hissrowing pro-Wearers 
Husaein, long-time Iraqi tendencies. In recent 
strongman who replaced months, Baghdad has con- 
ailing President Ahmed eluded trade pacts with 
l~n ei-Bakr two weeks Britain, West Germany and 
• ago, "got wind of the plot in • Japan, and a sizeable 'arms 
good time to crush it, but he deal with France. 
chose to give the ploRers TheBaathSncialistpartios 
time to incriminate them. 
selves fully." that rule lraq and Syria have 
long been bitter rivals. But 
An Nahar said an un- the Hussein.Bakr ad- 
named Arab power was ministration and Syrian 
behind the coup bid. It Presiden t Hafez Assad 
identified the five alleged began a reconciliation that 
ringleaders as Deputy they said was aimed at 
Premier Adnan Hussein al. strengthening the Arab front 
Hamdani, Baaih labor of- against he Israeli-Egyptian 
facial Mohammed Ayesh, peace settlement. 
ranking council member 
Ghanem Abdu l Ja l i l ,  The Kuwaiti newspapr AI. 
Education Minister Me- Rai Al.Aam Charged that 
hammed Mahjoub and Egypt was behind the coup 
former council secretary- bid, hoping to "fail the 
general Mohey Abdul- planned merger between 
Hussein M~ishadi. Syria and Iraq to put an end 
The five wig he arraigned to (Egyptian President An. 
before a revolutionary war) Sadat's capitulation." 
~.ing ordered into. a new 
economic zone, this one in 
northern Vietpam. 
Tran ~aid, that by lying to 
authorities ~.out relatives 
living in Haipba~g he was 
given a permit td'~ke his 
family there for a sbei:t-90.ait. 
He and friends bought an'Is. 
metre boat and set out t~ 
teke their chances on the 
South China Sea. 
Pointa' made by others at they cannot reMign their Vietn refugee picked wheat the'news conference in- spending enough to cope with a m  o u r  
eluded: . rising prices, they will begin 
--The government will try to change, . 
to bring local militias, which "People adjust slowly and TORONTO (CP) -- It-was filed silently int~ the airport They waited in the camp 
fought alongside the Sand- sometimes without even ~e wheat d.e.al that .m~de . reception lounge, near Hung Kong airport for 
inistas, into the central admitting it," he says neang ~ean rmunng cheese But Hosn'g, 31, who came 
"They keep hoping the world Canada first. 
The. U,S. had been the Luis Carrion, said popular 
main arms supplier to for- militias that fou~! against 
mer president Anastasia Somoza will be in- 
guuna's national guard but corporated gradually into 
cropped all shipments early the army," Militiamen 
in IWS because ~ alleged looted national guard ar- 
mories af ter  the guard ~lanretim~e " vioistiom by 
surrendered July 19. 
\ 
before arriving in Hung 
Kong, 
There too he was "the first 
to ask to come to Canada 
.when Canadian immigration 
offieais came to the camp," 
he explained through an 
interpreter. 
sumption and the public does first to show his emotion 
not immediately reconignize when he landed at Toronto 
the wisdom of his P~ition. International Airlift" 
He cannot understand why He sndled -- a wide smile 
Canadians continue to buy that swept across his gaunt 
fulhized ears when it is moo ann contrasted with the  
~t t  ruing increasingly clear binnkeyed sombreness of the 
gasoline is going to be other 151 Indochinese who 
seven mouths, but this 
weekend Hoang and his 
family were first again --  on 
the first of the Canadian 
Armed Forces mercy flights 
that will leave Hong Kong 
every 72 hours for the next 
month carrying refugees to a 
new home. 
Four-year-old Tran Le 
Binh, another refugee, wiped 
the ice cream from her nose 
d made a face. 
an"i don't like it," she said 
through an i n te rpreter  "as 
she, her father and brother 
first ventured into downtown 
Toronto. 
Le Binh was a month old 
when her family fled 
Cambodia in early 1975. 
She's spent most of her 
young life in crowded 
refugee camps. 
Her father, Tran Lac Hoai, 
was a watchmaker in Phnom 
Pech until his store was con- 
fiscated by Khmer Rouge 
guerrillas. 
The family was ordered 
into a new economic zone in 
the jungle, but instead Tran 
packed up his wife and 
children and began the long Twelve months and a 
walk to Vietnam. ' broken mast later, oil 01 
After a month of walking aboard were rescued by a 
and watching thousands die Hung Kong fishing boat tn 
of starvation, they reached January and taken to port, 
Soay Rieng province where where they were shuffled 
they caught a bus to Ho Chi from camp to camp. Last 
Minli Ci~, formerly Saigon. week tl~y stepped aboard a 
±,There.they spent 3% years plane for the long flight to 
mm metals before again Canada. 
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Toronto star gazer's paradise I '
TORONTO (CP) Big Nothing Personal, a $5- woed's novel starring Joseph neTV'sThree'sCompeny, is .Birthday, Gemini. are lncr~sing rents for 
budget movie makers have mlllion comedy and one of at Bottoms. Bottoms was making Crunch, acanadian- Most of the movies have visiting starS. 
and n,, 
' . .  . - . . , .  , . ; .. i ' .  
( . .  
, ~.~L'; 
NEWS BRIEFS 
turned Toronto into a star 
gazers' paradise this 
summer. 
One may glimpse Susanne 
Semers and co-star Donald 
Sutherland doing a scene for 
least 10 Canadian films being 
made this year. 
Elsewhere in Ontario, 
movies in production include 
Surfacing, Margaret At- 
recently mobbed by teenage fnanced high " school 
fans on location at Ben Echo comedy. '
Park near Bellevllle. 
Meanwhile, Rite Morons 
In Montreal, Norman Fell, and Madeline Kalm are in 
best known as Stanley Rol~r Toronto filming~ '}~appy 
. / 
budgets of 13 million to MI 
milllun; star the big names 
and are geared to the world 
market, especially U.S. 
~tudios and TV networks. 
Toronto Mayor John 
Sewell said recently that 
Seasweep rescues refugees Canada hes become the third • largest movie production 
emtre after Los Angeles and 
. New York. 
• ' Other stars coming Or who 
SINGAPORE (AP) --  The radiotelephone interview with high •seas and heavy ugency ' flint operates the heve Just Isft are: Richard 
rescue ship Seasweep saved from his vessel, said the rain and they managed totie Seasweep, and it was sontnto Burton, Ann.Margret, Elllott 
46Vietnameee r fugees who Vlethamese told him they uptoanollrig216kllometres h lp. Gould,' Shirley MacLaine, 
had lashed their frail boat o had set out in their wooden .(I~5 miles) off the coast o~ . ~gou said. the Seasweep Richard Harris, Ellen 
an oil rig during a storm' boat from Vung Tau in Malaysia. was heading for Malaysia Burstyn, Sally Kellerman, 
Sunday off Malaysia's southern Vietnam. with its load bf "boa t Tatum O'Neal and'George 
eastern coast, the He said prier sailing about' Workers aboard the rig re- people." • Kennedy. 
Seasweep 's  capta in  512 kilometres (320 miles) ported the refugnes: plight o Malaysia has re~usad to Making movlea is great for 
reported. .south, the refugees' craft World Vision, an in- receive any more refugees, Torontabusiness~sandthore 
Skipper Ted Agon, in a was caughtin a severe storm ternational humanitarian turning their boats back' to are always lots of jobs for 
sea, but it has accepted th~ extras..'Cab driver Karl 
rescued by other vessels if it Goodman's yellow Checker 
Queen takes holiday .e ,  a resettled in some other Toronto filmlecationsaU.S. country, atmosphere. He's done three 
There are an es .timated movies in the. last three 
government announcement 400,-000 refugees from months.. LUSAKA ~. )  -- Queen Queen to attend the opening 
Elizabeth trav~K~i 400 kilo- session. 
metres from the ¢~,es of the Representatives of Bar- 
British Commonwealth on hodns, the Bahamas and 
Sunday and spent rite night Ghana were among the first 
in a remote wild game park. to fly into the Zambian 
AI Hamel wife, 
Suzanne Somers, thought 
they'd leased n Toronto 
house with swimming pool 
for $1,000 a month only to 
find at the last minute the 
rent had gone up to $1,500. 
M ichae l  McCabe,  
executive director of the 
Canadian Film Development' 
Corp. which has  been 
financing movies for 11 
years, says Canada could be 
considered "Hollywood 
North." 
At the  Cannes Film 
Fest iva l ,  Canad ian  
.producers racked up ;61 
• million in film sales com- 
pared to $3 million last year. 
Why has Canada become 
.so lucrative for film 
tm~duners~ 
There are several reasons; 
including a 100-por.cent tax 
writeoff. 
Co-production treaties 
have been signed with 
Britain, Italy, France, Israel 
By THE CANADIANPRES8 one traffic fatality mid tWo 
A flve-year.-91d Vancouver deaths by fire. " 
boy who was killed when the . Ontario had f ive traffic. 
ear he was sitting in rolled deaths, . :) _ 
down a hill and was struck ~ ..~uebec reportetl eight 
by a van was one of at least ~ ~6destbe ,  one drowning 
27 persons who died .ec.~i~=~?~0de~d in the Crash of 
eldentally across. Canadd" ' /a~: '~ fi,. ' - 
during the weekend. ~ " N~'B i~ nswick reported 
A survey by TheCaned}an five. pomona killed in one 
Press from 6 p.m. Friday 
until late Sunday night local 
times- showed 22 'traffic 
fatalities, one drowning, two 
fire deaths and two deaths in 
a light aircraft crash. 
Britialt' Columbia had two 
traffic dcailm, including the 
boy killed in Vancouver." 
Saskatchewan reported 
t ra f f i c  accident,  P r ince  
i Edward Island had one 
truffle death. 
No accidental deaths were 
repor ted ,  in Alberta, 
Manitoba, Newfoundland 
and Nova Scotia. " 
The surv~ excludes in- 
dustrlal deaths, alaytogs and 
known suicides, 
Honeymooners k i l l ed  
, COPENHAGEN (AFP) - -  troller at Rceune a ' . I r !~  - 
Abride on her honeymoon . Bomhemislandundthepilo~ 
screamed in~in for help as ef an airliner .flying over-. 
she and her husband pltmged .head. 
to their deaths after he The women's last words 
In Lusaka, government . capital. 
leaders began arriving for a' 
potentially, divisive Com- Turmoil that threatens to 
monwealth ~codfe~ that split the Commonwealth was 
, starts Wednesday, with the . underscored with a Zambian 
CIA  sees  Sov ie t  
that leaders of 'five black 
African states which support 
the seven-year guerrilla war 
in Zimbabwe Rhodesia will 
meet in Lusaka today. 
Commonwealth members 
Zambia, Botswana nd Tan- 
zania and former Per- 
togoese colonies Angola and 
Mozambique will attend the 
meeting, a Zambian 
spokesman said. 
The purpose of the meeting 
was not given but it is ex- 
o i l  sho  tage  peetedtofnenso.nthestrife r soon  in Zimbabwe Rhodesia 
which shares a border with 
WASHINGTON tAP) ~ (Dem. WIN.) Soviet pro- Zambia. The five countries 
Central Intelilgenee Agency duction hit a record high of have rejected the gov- 
believes Soviet oil produc- 11.7 million barrels a day in ernment of Zimbabwe 
tion will begin to drop next' April and slip|Pda~da to 11.3 Rhodesia led by Prime• 
year and that, within three milllonbarrelsa yinMay. Minister Abel Muzorewa. He 
years, will turn Moscow to But the chairman of the gained power in April after 
an oil importer from an off House of Representatives in- almost a century of white- 
exporter, a Wisconsin telligence yesight subcom- minority rule, but Patriotic 
congressman said Sunday. mi t tee  d i scouraged Front guerrillas nnd their 
"We may he seeing the "gloating over Moscow's backers say that whites 
peak of Soviet oil production predicament:" retain a disproportionate 
right now," said "This also means a out in ,share of power in his 
Representative L a Apsin worldwide fuel supplies. 'government. 
Vietnam, Laos and Cabedi~ 
in namps and on the beache~ 
of Malaysia, Indonesia, 
Singapore, the Philippines, 
Tnalland and Hong Kung.' 
Two U.S. Navy pispes nor- 
mally used for submarine 
patrois again searched the. 
'South China Sea on Sunday 
for refugee boats but spotted 
none and returned to Subic 
~roronto boutiques and and West Germany. The 15-" fainted at the controls of before the hired, sircraft' 
re,~taerunta are cashing to on per-cent drop in the their light a i rc ra f t . ,  crasbedintoaforestnosrthe 
celebrity catering. Canadian dollar makes Can- The cries over the radio airport were that her Finnish 
Other businesses such as - ads attractive to U.S. film from BurbFo Rihovsky, 24, of husband, Jukke Satulmugan, 
Sandca McDonald's shop- companies. Brokerage Sweden wore ~ Satur- ~,  had takon ill and she wus 
• ping and accommodation companies in partaership day by an air tra'ffic, con- at the cce~la. 
ser~cea for visiting stars with producers are selling ' ' . - 
have sprung up overnight, inves',ments to the pub l i c .  Fami ly   found dead 
Local actor Graham Haley And endorsements from the 
and partner Alf Humphrey Ontario securities eom- 
are scouting for locations.' ml~lca are giving added LINWOOD, MIoh. (AP)~ - wife, Diane, ~;. aed the, 
naval base to the Philip- But it's not al l  sunshine protection. Pollce called to a home here . chlldren, Jeifrey, gi'Wt~eidon, "
pines, the navy said. and roses; city residents " McCahe says more than Sunday after neighbors 8; Jason, 4; and Eleatha, 3. -'- 
A U.S. naval task force have flooded city hall with $100.million worth of heard screams,• breaking There were signs of a 
headed by the aircraft, complaints about . noisy Canadian.produced movies #ask and "pop~n-sonnding ktru~e in the livin~ room, /: 
carrier Kitty Hawk arrived movie makers and landlords will he made. ~ year. shots" found all six mem-. where'the bodies uf both • :/. 
inTholland osSaturday with . . . . .  bet's of a family.dead. 
SLEEPING GIANT adaliswerefousd, a id tht te  :.: 65 refugees rescued from Officers:said ltappears a trooper Greg Somers.. ~ '  leaky boats in  the South ' man shot•his estranged wife,, children's bodies were.tQo . ~' 
China Sea. theirffonryomigcldldronand i  a bedroom. All had been.  i. 
I~_; ,. Kuala Lumpur, then himself. ~...,•..~ " 
Mai~l~to, the chairman d WAKING "T13  Rkr4"~ WiP'/' ~chlgan state police said shot in the head with a..Me: 
the Italian gOvernmeht's l [ , . J f  J ~ U ~  they  went to the'  Fraser calibre rifle, Somers sa id: '  ";: 
commSttee to aid the ,,- . . ~,,Tewasliipi~house. about 19 Benware was separated 
refugee~,saldltalywill take QUEBEC (CI 5) --  The. ,msticeforpubHcserv|ce~<~ldio~nort~ho(BayClty, from his wife and troopers /~ 
in about:i~00 refugees next- Public Service Alliance of employees meaos~,:' jobi~./!Ml~./'.~iat::~$,~. ;a.m,:. said it appears he had gone 
mouth, and more in the near Canada,. once a sleeping security, pensions/~: im;".-/'~'Dea~'~-:~:~'e~:'!i~homas to the home shortly after .~ 
future. So" fa r ,  56 such giant, heads into its national provements to legislatlon~+:.BenWare ~ 33;.his estranged midnight Saturday n l~ . ..¢' 
refugees have been resettled policy convention today and beating the high,T~t ~;i~::-, : /~% :,~i';!.~..,:~:'/i!~,:~., 
in Italy. " .aroused and' angry about living," the alliance s~id lit~.L'.'""~ .'.::!'"?V:7~:'": ~-" ! 
federal government plans to its weekly newsletter.: :: : " ' . '  Canad ia ] l .  takeover  i ! : i : 
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reduce the size of the public 
se% te. 
D tgates to the con- 
vention, whi .ch ends Friday, 
will decide what approach to 
take with the new 
Progressive Conservative 
"government. ,, 
Andy Stewart, president of
~the 176,000-member alliance, 
!'says he would .prefer a 
relationship "based on an 
attitude of consultation and 
co-operntinn as a means to 
avoid conflieL" 
Bnt the union must be pre- 
pored fol" confllet if the 
government moves ahead 
with measures that will 
adversely affect public 
~ervants, he said in a 
message to members. • 
The alliance has become 
militant in  recent years, 
jolted into action by the 
previous Liberal govern- 
nient'n plan to restrain 
publ ic-sector wage in- 
c reases .  Public servants 
became more politically 
active and worked for the 
defeat of the Liheral 
government. 
Now Job secur i ty has 
Stewart predicted the con- ' 
vention will be "rife with de- .. VANCOUVER (CP) --  A Saturday from the fi~m's ~i : ' 
• bate, dissent >. and :. spokesman for a Denver- Calgary office that ~ ' .  
deliberation." ' based 0ilcompany which a that the.deal is eomplem .
The alliance must deal Vancouver businessman were premature..  
with inte.rnnl challenges. •wants to take over in a half- "It should go throu~'~[a 
Semequonocmemuerswan.z billion dollar deal said week," the spokasmun.sald, 
a separate comp.one.m Saturday the deal has'uot yet indicating the deal heN',not 
or anized geugrapmcauy ~ ' ,' .... g. , ,  = . . . . . . .  :~bcen:,uompleted.:: :=,-. ~ .-..fallen. ~ a l ~ . , .  :..~ 
ramer man me ipr~ent :u.~.,~rli,~z..YPhe. Canadian The smlmsman.:waum;~=.:#-~ 
corn onem umons pa au P . _ . takeover bid hy J. A. (Bob) delay. Carter, who/is..~ at- 
their government uepart., • , Carter of Hamilton Brothers tempting to buy the firm' for 
m e n t s . "  Petroleum Corp. had been tS~ million, including a~ $3~ 
dosed, million dewnpaymunt, ~was 
Frank Trottier, who is rund The spokesman . said net available for comme~ " 
nlng for vice-president, s~ 
one of his aims is to imp~ve ' 
the bilingual service: t~ ' ' ( '  members. ,, Forest fire increase 
"I want to make sur#thnt. '~ 
documents from the a]~llan~ ' VANCOUVER (CP) - -  the normal total. K~lm ' 
come out in English and. Lightning .sparked more repomdthe atert.of~0,mw 
French at the same~ime-- '  than 170 fires in British fires during the iw~eml  • 
not like it is now wlten we~ Columbia's t inder-dry While 40 new firm flared up ' : 
might see the French copy forests during the rMnlesa in the Nelson area. , , ..... 
come out a mon~ after the 
English." / 
Tradesmen i  the Ottawa 
area find the existing com- 
ponent structure frustrating 
became it tends to divide 
rather than unite workers 
with common interests, ays 
weekend, the provincial 
forest service reported. 
By Sunday, .the total 
number of forest f i res  
burn ing in the province 
topped 400. Hardest hit were 
the Kamloopo and Nelson 
areas, where rninfall this 
Most uf the fires were con- ~' 
fined to a few acres. The 
largest were a r~0-aere blaze 
northwest of Shunwap Lake . 
in the Kamloopo forest 
district and two fires o~ 
about. 100 acres each in the 
become n key concern Bernie Langlll of Ottawa. ~ year has been about half ef Nelson district, . • 
• because thenew government ." He propmen that com- 
plans to reduce the public ponents within the alliance 
service by 60,000 in three be grouped by ocoupnllon Be#n in  hospital 
years, rather t~n department. . " 
• g '  e JERUSALEM' ~AP) - -  and portlalluss of vision • Prison L:-nost , . . , ,  Prinle Minister Dectgn said Begin .u .  a $ MenacbemBegin, i  hospital tended his activities" 
with a small blood clot in his Sunday, reading and 
hrato, is in "an advanced receiving visitors, and they 
were released 
WALPOLE, Mass. tAP) -- 
Five hostages held for 11 
hours by convicts at Walpole 
state prison were released 
Sunday night, said a 
spokesman for the h~pital 
where the hostages were 
taken. 
"They are all here and no- 
• body seenm ta he in any dan- 
at 12:16 a.m. today. An 
announcement over the 
prison radio said: "The siege 
is oveL" 
It began with a fight in a 
cellbleck, authorities aid. 
One hostage, guard 
Wallace Billings, sustained 
minor facial cute in the 
scuffle, prison officials aid. 
stage of recovery to the 
complete satisfaction ot his 
doctors," a hospital report 
issued Sunday said. 
Begin' entered Hadassah 
Hospital on July 19, suffering 
from an arterial ohatructton 
that was causing dizziness 
expect further tm- 
provement. 
There was naword when 
he would he released, bUt if 
•the doctors'  earlier 
• estimates hold true, Begin 
should be sent hmne this 
week. 
Police held at bay 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  A Members of the 
ger," said Mary Hathaway, No other injuries were .man armed with a rifle held mner~ency response 
spokesman for Norwood reported. . ~l lce.at  bay. for almost were called to the .sce~ 
Hospital. The only other hostage mrce hours ~aturosy night wMn a 31-yeaar-old njan 
Prison officials confirmed who was identified was also / after an argument with pointed a rifle at ne~h~ors 
that Walpole.saporintendent a g~ard, Jeff Benulieu, 27, neighbors about what o feed from thebalc0ny efa fv6rth. 
Fred Butterworth was his mother and sister said. a cat. floor apartment. ./ / 
among the hostages and that Correction department After speaking ~ith '  a 
he was the last to be ,q~kesman Larry Parnell No shots were fired and ne police officer, Alie man 
released, sMd eight to I0 prisoners charges were laid. eventually sWrended. 
• The standoff, wideh began were~i~voived, and there 
about I p.m. Sunday, ended were 20 .~ prisoners in the 
. protective-custody area Workers back on job 
where the pPia.on workers 
p i ! l  were being lteld." The Oil s prtsoners were Believed te he Cityoutaldeworkershnve c nte, whicheverlalargeat, VANCOUVER (CP) ~ either seven per cent or 
g armed with homemade voted S0per cent approval o~ in t~ first year and raises . 
recover ln  ~ives, he said. ',~ ( a new twoyear contra~t totalling 74 c~uts in the 
• After about seven Ixour~, a alrendy approved by their second. Base rates were 
'PORT-OF-SPAIN ' television film crew" .~.ns colleagues in adJa.~mt 'available, 
(Renter) -- Mobil Oil Co. breught into the prison at the Burnabyahd Riclunono. Theworkenarememhers 
said Sunday it hopes to irisoners' req.ueat to recoi~l The contrnct gtpes the ef the Canadian Unio~ et 
• recover most of the es- "the signing of a~ 2,000 workers an inhrease of Public Employeea. ' ~ 
ttmated 288,000 tens of crude ugrneme.nt," Parnell said. . . . . .  !. 
oil on the ill-fated Ailnnt/c Parnell declined to . ~. 
Empress, one of two tankers elaborate on the agreement Lot tery  w inners  : ~ 
which collided and burst into and negotiations continued ~ . 
flames off Tobago 10 days after the film crew entered • 
the prison. DUNCAN, B,C. (CP) - -  8150658, 6587834, '/994870' 
ugh'fire still is raging aboard. Earlier, Parnell refused Five winning ticket numbers 4760312 and 2116506. 
the Liberian.register~d comment on a report that were drawn Sunday in The " Ticket buyers are eligible 
tanker, lying about 256 Butterworth ad exchanged Provincial lottery, for 45,000 prizes - -  including 
kllometres north of Tchpgo himself or one hostage.. The winning numbers are: five.St million prizes, 
. 
:~i!:.:"'- 
• sarWan Basanti holds Harjot Singh, five months. 
- . . . , 
Hot end operator Gabral Dollendino demonstrates ingot skimming. 
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His dad held up , 
but Bernard, two 
months, folded. 
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: . J See 0ur T? L BUSiNESS 
DIRECTORY 
0n.  - 
~) If you don't keep 
an eye on your figure 
neither will 
anybody else! 
At the Diet Center, w~ 
will help you 
LOSE 17 TO 25 POUNDS 
IN JUST 6 WEEKS 
AND TEACH YOU HOW TO STAY S l IM  
FOR THE REST OF YOUR lIFE 
r -%2 
DIET 
.... .... ~)~t/-ee-hodr~-~i-~.:FRT"-- 
e.~ After hours osliDolorm~6~qS~. 
Works manager Bill Rich talks with tour visitors. 
BRITISH COLUMBIA BRIEFS 
the •ssocintion and a 
we~hted vote would be Used 
to make decisions, glving a 
8renter say to thrum with 
greater lnveatmente. 
"My view is that It should 
not he a welffhted vote," mild 
Willinnm. "Quite frankly, I 
don't think it's dasirable 
here and theret='e, when 
~/~lylaws of the association m
developed, they'll have 
to cenvlnce me that there is a 
real .teed.". 
The shares yield-about 4O 
seats a year in dividends, he 
said. 
% 
. .~ 
I 
"' VICTORIA (CP) -- Labor 
Minister :Allan Williams aid 
he does not support 
~idaw~lhted vote provision 
• :~SjdlethMposslble under 
which sets up an 
sss~ehttion to prmnote the 
Whistler ski resort area. 
. ,  Under. the legislation in- 
treduced by Municipal Af. 
flits M/Mater Bill Vander 
Zalm, the association would 
he run by the 12 developers 
'now bufldin~ in the resort 
municipality's town centre. 
• Touristoperainm would be 
~mpalled to contribute to 
iAmerican is killed 
• ,~ . .  
• "DELTA, B.C. (CP) - -  An 
unident i f ied  Wash ington  
State man Is dead after a 
Infflc 8culdeat Sunday on 
BIMlwsy 99 south of Van- 
court,  but poUee said he 
dled of • heart attack Which 
mlsht have happened before 
tlm eruh. 
R~P mi~ the man was in 
the back seat ul a oar that 
left the freeway and eruhed 
into a light otandard, The 
man was not injured, but 
was pronounced ead after 
being taken to hospital. 
The driver and one other 
paasenger ware taken to 
hospital with leg inJud.ea, 
cuts and bruises. 
Bill 'skipper in prison 
",KAMLOOPS, B,C. (CP) -  director Meryl Mattliews. 
AUultsdStsteamanwholelt There is little chance 
. • fictitious ~elephone coHecting the bm cow that he 
and then left town is in prison, she added. 
wlthoutpayinga$1,500billat The hospital recently 
Roy/d Inland Hmpltsi has wrote off $I7,11S in bad debts 
,born braced to e U.S. prison, fran Inpatient= and $1~,000 
"We bg.ve Just been od- in bad debts from out- 
i~jSed that' the man hem been patients. Attempts are made 
Incarcerated in Mlchlilon to collect the debts, ev~ 
Clt~, Indiana, for three .thoulih the hmpltsl budgets 
7ears," . !a|d hospital for suull.problemm, 
! 
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LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR 
Dear Mr. McCreery: 
I am In receipt of 
LIIIlan Gogag's letter 
of July 17 regarding 
the July i4  meeting of 
the Tw~Mlle Com- 
munity .~Commlttee. 
You will recall that 
on June 13, 1979, I 
• forwarded a letter to 
you wherein I advised 
that I had asked the 
Board o f  School 
T rus tees ,  School 
Distr ict  No. 08 
(Terrace) to review 
the i r  dec is ion  
regarding the closure 
o f  " Two-Mi ie  
Elementary School 
near Hazelton. I have 
net yet received word 
from the Board 
respect ing  my 
request .  
Thank you for 
keeping me posted on 
the progress of your 
citizens' ¢ommlffoo. 
Sincerely, 
Petrick L. McGeer 
Minister of 
Education, 
Sc ience  and 
Technology 
By IF. Roger Worth who want to work - the case' 
Canada's unemployment for again tlghtcolng unemploy- 
benefits, among the highestin ment Insurance regulations 
the world, may be fouling up will become' even stronger. 
the system hy providing real Undouhtedlythenewcomers 
incentives for people to stay will, in many fftuations, be 
out of the labor market, s/tting taking low-paying, unskilled 
at home waiting for aJoh tfiat pofftlons that don't enthuse 
tickles t~:~'~it~:~ "::':':" ' : '~: ~ ' : ' "  r finemployed Canadians, par- 
in an unusual way, we're 
about o find out If the $400 or 
more per year each working 
Csoadlan pays in additional 
taxes to subsidize tbe unem- 
ployment Insurance fund is 
money well spent. Big chunks 
of tax money are also spent 
supporting welfare recipients 
who don't qualify for unem- 
ployment benefits. 
Roger Worth is Director, 
Public Affairs,, 
Canadian Fede~tion of 
Independent Business, 
During the next 12 months, 
Canadians will welcome more 
lhnn 12,000 so-called boat 
people, refugees from Viet 
Ham and Cambodia who stsk. 
ed tbeir fives on a final bid for 
freedom. Tbelr success infind- 
ticularly when government 
support k so readily available; 
It's not unusual, for ex- 
ample, to find students accept- 
ing unemployment benefits on 
the brads of contributions made 
the previous summer. 
Employers also complain 
that many potential workers 
are purposely unkempt and 
obnoxious during Job inter- 
views, 
The reason: these unem- 
ployment recipients want to 
be refused Jobs, meanwhile 
proving to Manpower offictals 
that they are actively seck!ng 
work. Naturally, the poten- 
tial employers ere forced to 
fill out yet another govern. 
sent Tom to record this 
charade. 
The situation has become 
lag employment i  Ilhis strange, so pervasive that many buff. 
new land where 831,(}00 people 
dshn they are unemployed will 
provide remarkable insight 
Into the number of Jobs that 
are really available. 
A~ross Canada, Irritated 
business people have been 
complaining about a shortage 
of workers, contending that 
overgenerous unemployment 
insurance benefits of us much 
as $160 per week have sedously 
eroded the work ethic. 
So if the boat people find 
employment - proving Jobs 
nesaes have simply stopped in- 
forming Manpower when Jobs 
amavabble, thus aving them- 
selves the aggravation ofuse- 
less Interviews. 
Needless to say, there is in- 
deed u serious unemployment 
problem In some parts of the 
country, But there are also 
people ripping off their fellow 
taxpayers. 
The Job hunting success of 
the boat people should indi-' 
cute whether Canada's uncm-. 
ployment difficulties are more 
am mdlly available for them .imagined than real, 
" "ff you're absoI.My certain abet! me, D~/  
could you prescribe some tranquilizers for 
. my husband?" 
Photo by Grog MKInla~)n 
This scene greets visitors who arrive at Kemano 
SUMMIT CONFERENCE 
Racism affects meetings. 
LUSAKA (CP) -- The in- 
ereasln~]y bloody struggle 
between blacks and whites 
for southern Africa will 
dominate the conference of 
Commonwealth leaders 
openlag in the Zambian 
capital Wednesday. 
The ~nd such summit 
between Britain and its 
former colonies thus will he 
like its predecessors in the 
last ~ years. It was in these 
two decades that Britain's 
African empire became 
independent, South Africa 
was pushed out of the 
Commonwealth for racism 
and the white minority in 
Rhodesia hunched Its 14- 
ynar-long struggle for 
survivul and control. 
Among the differences 
since the last Com- 
monwealth summit two 
years ago in London is the 
cast ol leaders. Britain and 
By CARL MOLLIN8 
after the Commonwealth situation and the behavior of 
heads ol government closed the neighboring white- 
. a conference in January, zd, n0rity regime of South 
1966, at Lagea, the Nigorinn "' Africa in assisting the white. 
capital, the only previous Rhodesians and resisting 
Commonwealth summit held b lack -major i ty  lade- 
in ~i~i.ica. 
The Loges conference was 
an emergency meeting 
culled in the wake of a 
defiant declaration of in. 
dependence N&v. 11, 1965, by 
the white minority in 
Rhodesia, plunging the 
region into tensions that 
generated the present black 
nationalist guerrilla war in 
what now is called Zim. 
babwe Rhodesia. 
Apart from the coup that 
toppled the host government, 
the Lagea ccufer~ce is best 
remembered fora prediction 
by then British Prime 
• Minister Harold Wilson that 
pendence for Namibia, 
formerly South.West Africa. 
The difference this time is 
that he 1979 summit is being 
held aimast within the sound 
of the gunfire. 
The border of war-tom 
Zimbabwe Rhodesia is only 
75 kilometres south of 
Lusaka, and the white 
Rhedsslan army blitzes into 
Zambia on anti-guerrilla 
raids h'mn time to time. 
About' 400 kllometres. 
southwext of Lnsaka is the 
Coprivl strip frontier, of 
Nandbla, one of the war 
zcune in the battle between 
the white-led South African 
. army and the' black guer- 
rlllas of the South Wast- 
Africa Peapies Organization. 
Zimbabwe Rhodesia, 
South A/ricoand Namibta 
are the last redoubts of white 
supremacy on the African 
amflnent. As such, they 
constitute a continuing nf- 
&cut to the 13 black African 
members of the Com- 
monwealth and to their 
Asian and Caribbean 
colleagues. 
The white Commonwealth 
members --  Britain, 
Canada, Australia and New 
Zealand-- are often accused 
of being halfhearted sup-' 
porters at best of the IS-year- 
old economic boycott of 
Rhodesia and the perennial 
Canada, the mostseninr e f  tbe whiteRhodeaisn regime
the40memborcoun~es, are 'would ,~l#p~.. soon,: ',in 
represented by rookie weeks, not months." . . . . . . . .  
Conservatives elected in Thirteen years later, the 
May -- Margaret Thatcher stubborn ~60,000 whites led 
and Joe Clark. 
Elsewhere, the leadership 
is in flux. This includes In. 
dis, the most populous 
Commonwealth member 
with 600 million people, 
where MorarJl Deeai was 
recently defeated. 
And Nigeria, the biggest 
and richest black African 
country with its 80 million. 
people and its oil, is in 
transition to civilian 
gavernment and after 13 
years of military rule. 
Government by the army 
began with a coup the day 
by Ion Smith, oulaumbared 
25 to one by black Zim. 
babweane, finally yielded 
the blacks .a JUnior part- 
norshipin anew government 
el Bishop Abel Muzorowa set 
up this spring. But the whites 
retain control of the army, 
the courts, the prig'as and 
the government machinery. 
And the toll mounts in the 
war with black guerrillas 
based in Zambia and in 
Mozambique. 
The prime Commonwealth 
issue since 1968 and earlier 
thus has been the Rhedeainn 
preeeare for similar ease. 
tloan against South Africa. 
White multinational mining 
internes and Western in- 
dsstry needs some of the 
strategic minerals of 
southern Africa. 
On the other band the non- 
African Commonwealth in 
wary of being drawn into 
internal black African 
political rivalries, including 
the competition between 
black parties beth in Zim- 
babwe Rhodesia and 
Namthin. 
The pressure play at th~ 
Imaka meeting will be to 
prevent any backaUdlng by 
Britain, Canada or other 
members in the econonde 
campaign against Zimbabwe 
Rhodesia, as the Country in 
called under the new 
Munorewa-Smith regime. 
And there is a long- 
. steading recommendation 
by the Commonwealth's 
southern Africa c~mmittee 
to seek a United Nations oil 
• embargo against South 
Africa if that country can- 
tlnued to provide o~! to 
Zimbabwe Rhodesia. South 
Africa continues to de so --  
10at it also transships oil to 
• nelgbborlng black-ruled 
countries. 
• The biting issues,  
however, have been at least 
pertly tranquilllaed in ad- 
vance of the Commonwealth 
meeting, perhaps in- 
tentiouelly. The diplomats 
8re reported busy behind the 
scenes seeking compromise 
settlements in both Zim- 
babwe Rhodesia and 
Namibia. 
English labor party split 
LONDON tAP) - -The  who dropped his inherited making. They want more away with the upper house, 
Labor party, which has House of Lords title Lord influence over their mere- said Jeaupblne Rlelmrdncn, 
governed Britain with its Stanagate to become Just bern ~ Parliament. They leader ~ the im~'s  leftist 
mild brand of socialism for plain T~y Beun, will lead a want any  in who the leader Tribune Group and a Bran 
half the post-socond World ~rarsrnots revolt by the left. ~ tbe party should be. They supporter, 
War ere, is in turmoil after He also is pushing for want all fo~ns of patronage To this e-~l.68--~--the 380 
the crushing victory of Callaghen's Job as party andsd, te~etber with the . resolutions anbmitted for the 
Conservative Margaret leader, abolition ef the House of party cooference call for 
Thatcher in the May 3 Thelefitsts' demands were Lords." p'oeedaralcbangastow~st 
ganorni election, summed up by Eric He/for, a ~lley.mcking control from 
The traditional party split Labor member of If the leftists ~e  control the party leader and his 
between right and left now it Parliament and Bean's close of the organization,, a gaping chasm. There are ally: future I~  cabinet and place it in the. • governments hands of localparty activists 
demands for party leader "Rank-and-file party would nationalize banks and and union, representativco. 
James  Ca l laghan 's  memberewantaKreaterasy insurance companies, cut One resolution from an 
rmigaatinn and for sweeping in policy, and decision- defenco spending and do. FAmt ,London constituency 
chaages in the way the party " demands Cs l laghan 's  
is run. resiguetion, accusing him of Court hears ,of using a powder puff to combat Prime Minister atefion that will be as crippling 
the party's prospects as Thatcher and of 
anything in the past," seelalktcommiimenL 
Reichstag at a.recont party meeting, arson 
• It is not the first time a La- . to retire before the next 
ber defeat has led to party ~FRANKFURT, West Get. Kempuer is a native of general election in 1964, but 
bloodletting. But the land. many tAP) -- A German- Berlin who was one of the not before he fends ~f the 
slide triumph of Mrs. born American lawyer, is thousands of spectators at chnileage from the left. He 
Thatcher's Conservatives seeking a court hearing to the Reichstag fire. He later hopes to be succeeded by a 
has brought open warfare clear the name o~ a Dut- fled Germany and lived in member of the party's 
between Labor's left- chman executed by the Nazls Lausdowns, Pa, He now is moderate wing. 
wiagera, led by Anthony for allegedly setting fire to practising law in Frankfurt. In the pest, party leaders 
Wedgwogd Bean, 54, and the the Reichstag in 1933. have been elected by Labor 
moderates typified by The bisze in the hnilding of Kempnor eald that Her-. members in the Horus of 
Collaghan, 67. Germany's luwer house o~ mann Gearing, who became Commons. The leader than 
Labor boasts that It is the paritementwas used by Nazi Hitler's air force com- picks his own cabinet. 
natural party to govern pre- dictator Adulf Hitler a8 an mender, told him at the Bean and his allies want 
dominantly working-class excusotoarrestthousandsof NurembargtriskthatHitler the leader chosen by an 
Britein. Butuninun, angered Communists and other op- had instructed him and electaralcollageefmembere 
by Collaghan's five-per-cant poncnts of his month-old, others to testify before a efParltament, union leaders 
anti.inflation ceiling on pay government. Berlin court that the and lncni party or~ankere. 
increases, had confronted Marinas van der Lubbe, a Reichstag fire was part of a They want all Labor MPs -- 
"thnir" government with a Dutch national,, was co~ Communist plot. curreetly ~8 in the ~S-seat 
rampage of strikes that victed of setting the fire and "The verdict against Commons -- to elnct the 
pushed many Britons into executed. Marlnus van der hubbe cabinet. 
the Conservative camp for Robert Kempner, deputy partially rests on these false A group of 100 Labor MPs 
the election. U.S. chief of counsel at the statements,'.' Kempner said have announced their op- 
Union votes will be vital to Nuremberg war crimea In Ida application for retrial, position to the left-wing 
Ca l l~  when the dispute trials, said Saturday he is ' The Nuremberg tribunal propoeak, and one group 
reaches its climax at the applying for a retrial of the found Gearing guilty ef war moderate Labor members 
annual party conference In case. He said he represents crimes and sentenced him to Parliament accused the far 
the seaside resort of Johannes Markus van der death but he committed left ol wanting to reduce 
Brighton in Octeber. Lubbe of Amsterdam, a ..,~ici~;cwithahiddendoeeo! elected MPa to "robots, 
Ex-cabinet .minister Bean, brother of the executed man. P"" "" , automatons and poodles." 
TALK :1 
I _  i_ .... ! 
by Ml~el Maya ' 
Although a landedimmlgrunt'in Canada has moat of 
the rights and obligations of a citizen, there are some 
restrictions. As a landed Immigrant, you cannot Vote. 
in municipal, provincial or federal elections; cannot 
be appointed to meat civil service padtions and can be 
deported if convicted of Certain crimes, 
Asidefrom these restrictions, you are free to travel 
anywhere in the country, live anywhere anc~ take any 
Job, However, .if you change your Job or move soon 
after-your isnded immigrant papers are tssued, 
Immigration (~aanda may feel that you were not being 
henest~on your appl/catiop form about the occupation 
you planned to follow in Canada or where you planned 
to reside. 'rids • can lead to ~ deportation, 
Landed ih~mtgiant-ktatusls l~C lFa -person ,  k 
deported and is unable to successfully appeal the 
deportation. This status can also be lost If a person ~ 
leaves the country with the intention of abandoning 
Canada a s his or her place of _L)e.rmansnt, reeldonce. 
Certain persona hav~ "d~-rig~t ~-a-ppeal an ad- 
Judicatur's decision following an inquiry by Im. 
ndgration Canada. Appeals are heard by the ira. 
migration Appeal Board (IAB) which deals'with three 
types of canes: an appeal made by a Canadian citizen 
whose application to sponsor a relative has been 
rejected, an appeal b~ a person whoea claim to Con. 
vention refvgee status has been denied and an appeal 
from the. decision of an adjudicator. 
As in an Inquiry, the LaB has the power to hear 
witnesses and examineevidence. Also, a pen,on al~ 
peering before the board has therlght o counsel. • .... 
Only certain persons can appeal the decision of~an , 
adjudicator. For example, a landed immigrunt~"  
appeal an adJudlcator's decision ordering ~ ~' 
removed from Canada. Also, a person with .a~l id  
visitor's visa applying for admission at. the border 
may appeal a declslo.n to refuse him enfi~.:" '"" .;ii "''~ 
Only sponsors who/ai'e C~madlan citizens ha~b- Hie-. 
right to .appeal and. (he appeal must be initiated 
within 30 days of receiving the notice rejecting their 
application. • . . . . . . . .  
However, aperson turned away at the border has no 
right of appeal unless he or she holds a valid visitoro 
visa. And no visitor in Canada -even with a valid visa 
- or person illegally in Canada has the right-to appeal' an order emoving them from the c..o~try,. . 
The IAB has several options open to It. It can/ '  
dismiss the appeal and let the decision of the ad-'  • 
judicator stand. It can also allow the appeal, either by. 
• saying that the adjudicator's deaisien was not rlght, or'- 
by deciding that humanitarian or eomPaastonate.~ 
grounds Justify it, ~ : . 
If ti~ IAB allows a landed immigrant's appeal, it 
will quash, that Is destroy, the ~portationorder and let 
the person stay in Canada. . .. 
If the board allows the appeal of a Convention 
refugee or a person hcldiug a valid visitor's visa, i t  
can substitute another form of removal order. Far 
example, when the board feels a'deportation order is 
too harsh, an exclusion order dim be subetit0tod, 
which would prohibit he person from en .~ Canada 
for 12 months. 
The LAB has another option open to iL If the person 
has appealed on humanitarian or compassionate 
grounds, it can delay ~the xecution of the removal' 
order. Then, terms and eond/tions will be set for the 
person to follow and the case will be revieWed 
periodically. 
When the person has complied with the terms and 
conditions, the LaB will usually, quash the removal 
twder. But If the person has not complied, the IAB can 
set new terms and conditions or order the person 
removed from Canada. 
C0~IS~ous by ~e i~  ean ~ appealed to the Federal 
art o Appeal,~,ilowever, tits court, will hear the. 
appeal only if it thinks there is a real poaslbliltythe 
IAB has made a mistake in interpreting .the law. 
This means that if the IAB made a mistake of fact, 
you cannot appeal. Also, the Federal Court of Appeal 
does not have the power to c0nalder humanitarian or 
compassionate grotmds . . .  
Appeals to this court must be made wttNn 15 days, 
after the IAB has made its decision. Because a person 
should be repronentsd by a lawyer in ~ appeal, it is 
an expensive process. 
When the federal court decides the LAB has mnde a 
mistake, it can quash the decisfon and either oendth( 
case back to the IAB or eubsitute its own decision. ". ~.. 
A Federal Court of Appeal decision can be appealed' 
to the Supreme Court of Canada, however this prooeu 
is time consuming and expensive. 
A persen with no right to appeal to the IAB can ask 
the Federal Court of Appeal to review the decision of 
an adjudicator if he thinks the adjudicator has made a 
mistake in interpreting the law or has 8o~e beyond his 
power. 
In this cane, the court can only say  whether the 
adjudicator's decision was right or wreng, it can not 
suhatitute its own decision, If the court decldss the 
adjudicator's declslon was wrong another inquiry 
must be held, 
A person must ask the federal court for a x~i'ew 
within I0 days of the adjudicator's decision. 
For more information contact the Peuple's Law 
School for its booklet on Immigration Law, Coat is SO 
cents plus postage, Write I~o 2110~ West ~ Ave.,; 
Vancouver, B.C. or call 73~,11~. ' 
Letters welcome 
The'Herald welcomes its readers eomm-ints. 
All letters to the editor of general public interest 
will be printed, We do, however, retain the right 
to refuse to print letters on grounds of possible 
libel or had taste, We may also edit letters for' 
style and length. All letters to be considered for  
publication must be signed, 
l '  
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, ' "  IN HOSPITALS, -. 
Alberta patients must pay 
Ei~MONTON (CP) -- f rom organizations ~'oi 
Alber ta .  Hospitals the handicapped and 
Minister Dave Russell chronically Ill,. to am- 
winces at being cast as bivalent from hospital ad. 
the villan in the con- ministrators, to guar- 
tentious issue of 'a dedly, positive from 
hospital users' fee. . , doctors, 
"I 'm a little dlsAp,,.~, Edna,. L aforge, Ed. 
pointed at the way,~.,.,,,n~o~inn director of the 
news got out," say .i ' !MdltipleSclereals Society 
Russell, who suggested • of Canada; +says the fee 
last month that hospital . would I~ a dranflc atop. 
users should be charged 
$10 a day to help defray 
the rising costs of hospital 
care. • 
Care of the sick and 
dying: has ,become ao 
inviolable in the public 
misd~ as motherhood, he 
said. 
"But the more ,demand 
there is, the more ex- 
pensive =~. is. And it's all 
free• Most Albertans 
don't know what health 
care ees~." 
Russell proposed the 
fee be "levied to give 
hospital, boards- an ad- 
ditional source of revenue. 
and to curb excessive use 
of hospitals by patients. A
committee set up to look 
into hospital utilization is 
expected tohand down a 
report' within a year. 
Reaction to the idea 
ranges  f rom 
unequivocally ~negative 
likely would be cut in half. geriatric and auxiliary 
A Saskatchewan study c~re." 
dane by University nf Peter  Lange l le ,  
Manitoba economist and president of the Alberta 
effect in mid-~ctob.~r when 
Citadel  on 'Wheels, the 
:school-touring company, 
, starts to roll with three Len 
Paterson plays Rogers will 
direct. 
. Rogero~ ays: his dis-. 
"Any family that has a 
chronic invalid has all 
they can do to keep their 
hend above water," she 
says. "They already have 
to allow fur housekeeping 
money, medicine and 
child care. 
"I kno~y a lot of people 
who" just can't look at $10 
a day." 
Ernie Charman,  
district secretary of the 
Canadian Cancer Society, 
says many out-of-town 
patients who must pay 
travel cesis to hospitals 
for •special treatment 
would be bankrupted by 
user , fees. 
At full capacity, 
hospitals in the province 
would be able to collect 
$43,8 million a year from 
12,000 acute-care ' beds. 
But if geriatric and oucinl 
, ueaistanee 'patients are 
• .exempted, the ..revenues 
health researcher Dr. 
John Home: found that 
these two groups made up 
50 per cent of hospital 
users. Dr. Home says 
that after administration 
costa are considered, 
hospitals would not be 
much further ahead., 
" l t 'o  : regress ive 
taxation for low.income 
. families who are not poor 
enough'to qualify for 
social assistance," he 
says. "It does nothing to 
cut down hospital' use, 
improve the efficiency of 
the health care system or 
cut costs." 
Saskatchewan had a 
hosp i ta l /  user's fee 
system. Before It was 
abellshed in 11Y/2, Dr. 
• Hospitals Associat ion, 
says opinions differ 
among local hospital 
boards on the merits af 
the user's fee. 
"As far as the 
esseeation is concerned, 
it's strictly a political 
decision." 
Meanwhile, doctors ee 
the User's fee as all en. 
dorsement of extra billing 
for their own services. 
Controversy hoe been hot 
over some doctors 
charging fce~ higher than 
the Alberta medicare .fee 
schedule. 
Russell says the two 
issues are separate but 
doctors don't agree. 
"If anything, the 
government will have to 
Home found surcharges • be consistent," says Dr. 
didnot reduce admissions 
or lengths of stay in the 
hospital. 
"The reason for high 
hospital utilization is our 
• emphasis on hospital- 
based medicine,"  he 
says. "We should be 
looking at alternative 
services to cut costs, such 
as employing pl~alctam' 
assistants and long term 
Robert Clark, Alberta 
Medica l  Association 
president. 
"If the government 
accepts patient par- 
ticipation in one part of 
the medical delivery 
system, then it has to 
accept patient par- 
ticipation for another part 
of the health esre 
system." 
summer, Rogers took over 
direction of the three 
Wheels' productions she had 
• begun. He returned full.time 
in March to direct Car. 
vantes, staged for children in 
the spring. 
• Randy Maurtz, chenen by 
COS ash  is first associate 
director, reaigned earlier 
this year. He said he had 
been "used as a pawn" by 
the theatre to convince the 
immigration department 
that Cos, a British citizen, 
was training a Canadian 
director. Management 
denied the charge. 
Maertz's letter of 
r~iguation also depleted a
poor working relationship 
between himself and Cos. 
+++ ob  i + . . . . .  d"  " j  onton lrector utts   Ed q 
li EDMONTON (CP) -- Grog satisfaetion had..nothing to abeutcnsting. Wheels. 
"Rogers says: he has no hard de with the,sch0oi company .Having refused to direct When she resigned 
feelings toward Citadel hat with his,0ver-all role in Jsttero, Rogers would have 
last 
Theotre: o~'; "its artlstlc the theatre pai!ticuinrly as hod nothing to do for me res~ 
. director Peter*cee. production/director n the of the year. He says he 
+ Rogers ;  28, ~ whose Rice stage.' *'*' "' ' decided to resign, party 
:~resi~nation as associate He hadexpeeted to direct because he 'would not be 
' director was announced last the entire Rice season and earning his keep. 
:Friday, is the third associate with enouragement~ J[rom .../. :, Rogers  has decided to stay 
'director to resign in the last genera!~ manager '~Wayne= inF~imontonwith hisfamily. 
,year. Fipke he had sought o form He says he does not regret 
[ He says, he quit hecanse a full-time c,~mp~ny".by l~ving Toronto but that he 
}s~ue of his expectations beldingdudl~lo~iffT~nto; '~ ~made an ~ ".error in 
~were not met and because he Vancouver and Edmonton~ :':judgmenL,' .~ 
"had communicat ion  But Cne said the theatre RngerssaidhelikasCes's 
i'woblems with Co~. ~ could not afford a company work and his appi'ecintion f 
Th~ resignat{on ~ takes' fur the Rice and Rogers Cce's ability as a director 
would only be directing was important to his decision 
Jittoi's, scheduled to be the to move to Edmonton. 
f: l i  second play of the new Rice The first director to resign 
season, after Cos took over at The 
Rogers decided not to Citadel was'Noin Hague 
direct Jitters because he and from from London, Ont.. She 
COU had a .+dlsngree,meQt.+ W~hired to dlreet Citadel on 
. t+ . . J , r  t ' . F  . . . .  ~' + .+~ ~ +* , '~  ++.. ~ . .+e  
than two days. One had been as possible as the 
strung up by the bands. "technology of torture 
The report was written by techniques i so advanced 
Dr/L.M. Catbeart, chief of that after torture has taken 
family medicine at Toronto'o place, physical symptoms 
St. Michael's Hespital; Dr. dimlnishrapldly," the report 
Philip Bergor, co-ordinator said. 
of the Amnesty International Although refngce status 
Canadian Medical Group; may depend on proof of 
and lawyer Brent Knazan. torture, witnesses are bard 
Suspected torture victims to find so a medical 
tortured Chilean refugees 
aged 99 to 44, had been 
beaten and. fed only bread 
andwator for up to 48 hours. 
SIX of the group had also 
been tortured with else'- 
trieity. 
• Some had been sexuafly 
abused, deprived of sleep, 
submerged in water, 
threatened with death and 
forced to stand or lie in a 
three women and eight men painful position for more should be examined as soon examination may be crucinl~ 
:Dieting game is profitable 
They will go that ~mto 
next year, but for now the 
couple is trying to get small 
retail stores in Winnipeg to 
take the game and may 
to find buyers in Toronto, 
New York and Los Angeles 
before the start ef the school 
year. 
The game also is being of- 
fared by mall for $12.50. 
Meanwhile, the Crelgs 
have formed BondJle En- 
terprises Inc. and a sub, 
~ .  ry, Kalory Games Co. 
l 
,NEED YOUR 
T 
H 
Players start with the 
same number of Kalories, 
represented by different- 
colored iscs, and try to lose 
weight while forcing their 
opponents oput on pounds. 
Part of the fan comes from 
drawing acard from the Get 
Fit Pit and doing compulsory 
light exercises to lose chips. 
Players cho~e the light- 
weight, middleweight, or 
heavyweight game depen- 
ding on whether they wish to 
lose 2,000, 3,500 or 5,000 
Kalories. 
The Craiga were teaching 
this spring when the big 
trade shews were inking 
place so they didn't get a 
chance to show their game to 
buyers in time for the 
lucrative Christmas market. 
TORONTO (CP) -- Eleven 
Chileans seeking refugee 
status in Canada between 
1977 and 1978 had been 
.tortured in concentration 
camps, says a report in o 
current issue of the Calla- 
dian Medical Association 
Journal, 
Do~tors who examined the 
refugees on arrival said the 
South Indian Lake, Man. 
Mrs. Craig also Is a 
teacher in the remote 
community, more than 750 
idlomeires north of Win- 
nipeg, and the couple plans 
to stay there, even if sales 
and profits take off. 
Right now, there are 5,000 
cepies of Kalory sitting in a 
Winnipeg warehouse, 
waiting for n buyer. 
The game is played on a 
board with dice, Kalory 
chips, and three types of 
penalty and bonus cards -- 
Hope, Fat Chance and 
the Get Fit Pit. 
A Kniory is defined in the 
rules as "the amount of 
effort it seems to take any 
one person to lose one 
pound." All very un- 
scientific, Craig says. 
WINNIPEG (CP) -- 
Dieting may be a pain to 
some, but Ron and Susan 
Craig have found it can he 
fun and possibly profitable. 
If a game they've Invented 
for weight-watchers 
becomes populnr, the Crniga 
may literally cash in their 
plastic chips for money. 
Meanwhile, they will 
continue honing their skills 
at Kainry, where the winner 
is the person who ends up 
with no chips at all. 
The Craiga invented 
Kalory n year ago. It's "a 
game for all fun loving, 
weight-ceaseless people," 
says the box. 
"It started as a con- 
versation, just from our own 
personal weight problems," 
said Craig, 38, n teacher at 
I 
Low ,prison population 
due tO lack of proper staff 
EDMONTON (CP)--The official maximum total is memorandum: "As the 
prisoner pep~ation of Ed- 
monton's pew $15.2.mlllion 
federal maximum security 
penitentiary hen been 
reduced : while officials 
struggle to hire more staff. 
Nine months after the 
prison opened, the car- 
pentry, paint and metal- 
working shoDs till are not in 
full production tobccupy the 
prisoners' time. 
From a peak of 128 con- 
victo about six weeks ago, 
the prison population ow 
fluctuates between + 100 and 
115. Capacity is 192. 
Assistant director Dennis 
Weir seld there are about 150 
staff members, although t e 
218. 
"We have authority to in. 
crease the staff by about 45 
positions," he said. 
"Recruiting has been 
somewhat slow. It'o very 
difficult to compete with 
private industry•  
"We've countered (the 
staff shortage) by keeping 
the Inmate population 
down." 
A team d federal civil ser- 
vants was sent to the 
penitentiary in February to 
investigate poor staff morale 
and resignations. 
At that time, Jack Davis, 
another prison assistant 
director, wrote in an internal 
G 
A 
M 
i 
inmate population i creases, 
ff vacancies remain unfilled, 
excessive overtime and 
strain on staff will result." 
Weir said Friday that 
morale had improved since 
the winter but overtime 
remains a problem. 
He said extra shifts m 
worked voluntarily, but 
added: "When we have a 
person working agood many 
extra shills, his morale is 
bound to drop." 
Wages for instructors in 
the plumbing, woodworking 
and sheet metal shops would 
be about 20 per cent lower 
than hourly rates'in the 
private sector. 
FIXED? 
See Our 
BUSINESS 
DIRECTORY 
on 
Page 7 
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Charlie Brown's i l lness 
is  still a big mystery 
SANTA ROSA, Calif. (AP) 
- -  C~rlie .Brown is home 
from huspltd, five weeks 
• after he came down from the 
Peanuts pitcher's mound 
with a mysterious illness• 
But true to form, get-well 
cards for the roun~hesded 
kid who's never sure anyone 
' likes him are Jmt beginning 
to trickle in -- to the home 
and atudio here 0t the comic 
strip's creator, Charles 
• I ve Just go~ten a little hit 
of mail so far, hat l'm ex- 
pscting a lot more," said 
Schniz, whose strip is printed 
in about 1,600 newspapers 
around the world. 
Must of the well-wishers 
are worried about Charlie 
Brown, the comic's pot.upon 
anti-hero, Schulz said 
Saturday In a telephone 
interview. 
Some want to know what 
• made him ill -- a virus? A 
knock on his famous head 
from an errant fiyhall? 
Not evun Sehnltz knows• 
"at first I was trying to 
figure out what was wrong 
with Charlin," said Sohulz. 
He said he debated whether 
to dream up a disease. But 
he kept the ailment a secret 
after he decided that "the 
main thing was the reaction 
of the other characters." 
"It turned out that Marcie 
really liked Charlie Brown, 
that Peppermint Patty is 
still confused (about her 
feelings for Charlie), that his 
world where someone like 
Charlle Brown can get sick 
and then not get any bet. 
tar?" she lamented. 
Schulz admitted that 
Lucy's cry ceuld seem a 
"heavy philosophy" to some 
readers, but Schulz said he 
mainly was having fun. 
SObulz promised the fun 
would continue an the 
recovered Clmrlie 8reels the 
rest of the regulars, notably 
the usually all-buaisese, no- 
heart Lucy. 
With Charlie flat on his 
back in a hospital bed, Lucy 
found she couldn't eat. On 
Friday, she was moved to 
tell Charlie that "ff you get 
well, I promise I'II never pull 
the football away again." 
She sealed her promise 
Saturday by repeating it to 
her brother, Linus. 
In today's strip, Schultz 
said, Charlie Brown comes 
to Lucy's front door -- 
football in hand. 
"She'o been ~ the 
football away for 22 years," 
Sohulz said. "Now she's 
trapped. She made a death- 
bed womise." 
Schulz refused to ten what 
ensues, but did say that 
"there has to be n con- 
sistency in a eomie'n 
character" to keep the 
readers happy. 
Man says he's a killer 
POUGHKEEPSIE, N.Y. 
(AP) -- Police in several 
states are Checking their 
files for unsolved slayings 
after a paroled murderer 
said he killed 20 people in the 
last year, including at least 
eight in California and 
several in New York City's 
Bowery section. 
John Fischer, 50 -- saying 
"I'm tired of running" -- 
turned himself in to New 
York City authorities 
Friday. He told them he had 
killed his wife at their home 
in Wasanle, about 110 
kilometree north of New 
York City. State police found 
the body of his wife; Claudine 
E88ere, 78, dead of multiple 
stab wounds• 
Fischer, paroled from a 
New Jersey prison in June, 
1978, after serving 25 years 
for the murder of a 16-year. 
old bey, confessed to 20 
States about Fischer'a 
claims and that warrants 
have been issued for two 
deaths in Oklahoma and Ari. 
zon& 
"We're waiting for 
authorities from the other 
jurisdictions to check their 
files and notify us of 
anything pending," said 
state police Lieut. Thomas 
Neilson. 
In addition to the murders 
in OXinbema nd Arizona, 
Cr~lelle said Fischer 
claimed to .have committed 
five or six murders in the Los 
Newark,  N.J. ,  and Ne~, 
Mexico. 
Ofllciak in Oklahoma said 
Fischer is wanted in the 
bludgeoning death thin 
spring of a Moore, 0kin., 
wonlAD. 
They said he had been 
dating Betty Jo Gibson 
before her body was 
discovered May ~t in a 
nailed-shut closet in her 
home. She had been dead 
about four weeks, police 
said. 
Authorities in ~ said 
Fischer is wanted ip the 
stabblng death of a Me~[asn- 
Angeles area, three arotmd~ American mah.in F I~taf f  
San Francisco, "nameroue,,~ +in.~te March or~es, fly April. 
murders in the Bowery State polios-in 0nsonia, 
section, of Manhattan and'  N.Y., near Cesl~rStoWn, had 
single murders in "Coop = -divers 'and'  helicopters 
eratown, N.Y., Portland, searching :OtNgo 'Ldkb ou 
Me., Hartford, Conn., Saturday.." ~ ~ ...,.~ J~. 
~. ,  " t% 
sister immediately sold his 
] 
a ~ 
belongings and that his dog murders after being tran- 
didn't miss him at all." aforred from New York City 
In the strip that mn in Sun- .to the Dutchess Couniy jail 
day's color comic sections,/. ;here, said John Crodelle, 
his dog, Snoopy, sits atop his senior investigator of the 
doghouse, as usual He.~ state police Bureau of 
listens, puzzled, as his'Crimlnal Investigation:. 
master, freshly home from '.'We could be sitting bn 
hospital, exclaims: "It maas murderer .here," 
seems like I've been gone 
forever. I sure missed you." 
As Cherile shuffles away, 
a pleased smile upon his 
face, the world's best.known 
beagle is seen to think: 
"Now, I rememberl He's 
that rotmd.hsaded kid who 
always feeds me•" 
reaction o f  bossy, 
fusobudgat Lucy to Charlie's 
hospital confinement was 
• more dramatic.. 
"What's wrong with the 
Credelle said Saturday. 
Fischer Is being ~held 
without bail on ~iecond, 
degree murder charges in 
his wife's death. Pullea said 
the couple married last year 
-- against her ~en 's  
wishes - ,  after a cot~hl'p 
based on a correspend~ e 
begun when he was in pris6h. 
State police said Sunday 
they notified authorities in 
other parts of .the. United . . .  .,,.+ ...... ,+++ .. .~+ ...... + +m.. +.+:~=++,+',+':,:.,+ ....... '-,+' " 
ELEPHANTS 
NEVER FORGET.. 
A~ 
He: 
a& 
aug . . . . . . .  . . , y~u wQ: | i .  LU 
move merchandise and 
show big profits then give 
this captive audience a 
reason to come to your place 
of business. Newspaper 
Advertising builds traffic for 
stores. 
TI.3III ~I :E .M I ' IM  ~ r 
dally herald 
~Y 
-y  
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1st Annual 
SAL ON 
FISHING I)ERBY 
NOW FU L SW[NG  
i 
THIS '":=r'{S,,' ',, _ .  .... 
HIDDEN VV=. , , . , . ;  [ 
Smoker 
Courtesy Overwaitea 
. . .  , , ,  , .  , , , •  
I 
OTHER WEEKLY PRIZES , 
,,Kodak Model I00 Instant Camera 
Courtesy Sight & Sound 
• Mens Watch - 
Courtesy Carters Jewellers 
• Assorted Tackle - 
Courtesy Luhr Jensen 
• Gift Certificate - 
Courtesy Saan Stere 
Assorted Tackle - 
Courtesy Gibbs- Norco 
*Smoker 
Courtesy Overwaitea 
oTackle Box & Kit - 
, , CourtesyK m~t  - .  
*Smoker : ' 
Courtesy Luhr Jensen 
1 . I | 1 1 " lr 11 r 1 '  I 
LARGEST FISH PRIZES 
Largest Coboe •Entered  
During the Derby Wins 
.A ROD & REEL 
Courtesy 
Da iwa-  Algonquin 
Largest Spring Entered 
During the  Derby wins 
A ROD& REEL 
Courtesy 
Dalwa.  Algonquin 
GRAND PRIZE 
A LONG WEEKEND in LAS VEGAS 
Aot r t•p  for 2 to Las Vegas, accommodation i cluded 
Leaves Terrace Oct. 1.t, 1979 
Returns Terrabe Oct: 15, 1979 
COURTESY 
CP Air 
Halda .Travel 
S i tum Mall 
Merdmls  A~lMIom 
ro be awarded on a draw basis-all entries eligible 
- Any salmon caught in fresh 
water within a 50 mile radius 
of Terrace is eligible. 
- Only fish weighed in at the 
Overwaitea Stbre in the 
Steena Mall during regular 
store hours are eligible. 
RULES 
- All entries must be ac- 
companied by a valid anglers 
licence and an official entry 
form available at Overwaitea 
or in each Fridays edition of 
the Daily Herald. 
- Entries for each week will 
close at 5 p.m. Saturday. 
- L imi t  one entry per person 
per day, ' .  
- Employees of the Daily• 
Herald or the Skeena Mall are 
ineligible.: 
Weekly winners will be 
announced in each Tuesday 
~Ution ot' the Daily Herald. 
~."  . " , : . . . , _ . .7 . . . . "  " ~. ~, 
Name . . . . .  
Address 
City . . . . . . . . . .  
Po~tal Code . . . . . . .  
Ph0u  __ .  
. ,  ' :  ,.!o;~oe ~ i•" . ~pr ing  
Place Uaugt|t . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  
Official Weight 
II I ~ . I I 
I TERRACE-KITIMAT 
II1~ I 
JI 
SPO.RTS 
Roen icke  hits  fo r  Or io les  
Toronto bla~ed Detroit 3-0, 
Boston shaded Texas I-0, 
Milwaukee defeated New 
York 9-2, Kansas Ciby beat 
Baltimore 6-3, Cleveland 
defeated Chicago 10-5 and 
California beat Minnesota 5. 
0. 
"Gary Recnici= bit two 
home runs as the streaking 
• Baltimore Orioles beat 
Kansas City Royals 6-4 
Sunday for their 10th Ameri. 
can League victory in 12 
games. 
Le f t - t~nder '  Scot t  
McGregor, ~ won his sixth 
game in his' last seven 
decisions although e needed 
relief help in the ~eventh 
from Dave Ford, who gained 
his first save. 
Boenlcke gave the Orioles 
a ~-0 lead in the second with a 
threc.run homer and added a
solo shot in the seventh, his 
l?th of the season. Both 
came off loser Paul Split- 
torff, 19.11, who dropped his 
third game to Baltimore this 
fMMtSon.  
In other American League 
day action, Sixto Lezcano 
slapped a two-run single and 
Paul Molitor scored twice, 
leading Milwaukee Brewers 
to a 5-3 victory over New 
York Yankees for a sweep of 
their threogamesortes. 
Dan Ford drilled atwo-run 
homer in the first inning to 
put CalifornLiahnad to stay 
and rookie Steve Eddy 
picked up his first major 
league victory as the Angels 
rolled to a 9-3 victory over 
Minnesota .Twins. 
Lance Parrlsh hit a pair of In the National League, 
solo home runs and Steve AndreDawsondroveinthrco 
Kemp added a solo blast to runs with a ha~,lsaded 
powarDetroitTigerstoaS.4 triple, and Rusty ,Staub" 
victory over Toronto Blue stroked a pair of run-scoring 
singles"as Montreal Expo~ 
dedsated Pittsburgh Pirates 
5-3 to regain first pLie~in ~ho 
National Leaguo!s ,:F-~st 
Jays. 
Rick Manning'e grand 
slam homer following a two- 
run shot by Gary Alexander 
~ai~ a seven.run second Division; ~ ,. : ,  to lead Cle~'elund St. Louis s~ored four'runs 
Indians to a 9-6 victoryoVer in the fffth]n0ing and pitcher 
Chicago White BOx: , Pete •Vuqk~vich,ourvived 
, ~ . . . . . .  . home run~ by Mlke~Schmidt 
Rookie Mike Morgan and Gree, Luzinski as the 
pitched a thoee-hittel'~.~et~hLi • Cardinain~. recorded a, s.s 
first, major league v~ctory ' ~umph hn~l handed "~the 
and Oakland A's scored, a Phillies their sixth con- 
pair of unearned runs.in the seoutive loss. 
first inning for a '~-1 ~ictory Jack Clark hit a two-run 
ever Seattle Mariners. homer and Joe Strain con- 
In Saturday's action, tributed a run-scoring single 
Oakland stolz~ed Seattle 6-5, as San Francisco Giants 
defeated San Diego Padres 4- 
2. 
. Lee Mazzilll and Richie 
Hebnor drove in two rum 
apiece while Kevin Kobel 
and Ed GIym~. held Chicago 
to two hits as New York Mets 
bLInked Chicago Cahs 4-0 in 
a game shortened to seven 
innings by rain. The second 
game of the scheduled 
doubleheader waspostponed 
and will be made up'ks part 
ot a twi,nlght donbleheade~' 
on Sept. 18. , 
On Saturday New 'York 
beat Chicago 6-4, Houston 
stepped Los Angeles 5-2, 
PitLihurgh ' defeated Mon- 
treal 5-3, St. Louis topped 
Philadelphia 5-4, San Diego 
defeated san Francisco 4-3 
and Cincinnati split a 
doubleheader with Atlanta 
wining 8-6 and losing the 
second game 8-5,- 
In NL night games, it was 
Cincinnati at Atlanta and 
Los Angeles at Houston. In 
the AL, Boston visited 
Texas. 
c p fie s" names  rove o n lye . . . .  
:Even ..with0u.t heir .top:, the scoring fo ;~ ' ;~ 22.~:;~ Los Anl~el~s ~-o~'i~v~o::'~"fin~lly'* broke" ~'r~'gh::With 
scorer, ~.ew xerx .~:~mos minutes converting passes flint half goals ang,weni on his seventh g~lof theyear ,  
proved mey eoum ne from tsam-matss Vladislav to defeat he Diplomats 2-1 a hard 10-yarder. 
awesome ffenaively. Bogleevie and Ricky Davis. before 28,924 fans, the 
With Giorgio Chinaglia Boglcevie'e auistmade him biggest home crowd of the 
sitting out a one-game the league leader with 20. season in Washington's Rob- 
suspension, Cosmos ripped 
Jose Earihqu~kes 5-0 
Sunday In a North American 
Soccer League game. 
Dennis lht~a~ picked up 
the slack caused by 
Chianglia's absence and 
scored three goals to give 
14 on the season. 
Chinog]la Is the NASL's 
leading scorer with 25 goals. 
In the other NASL game 
Sunday, Los Angeles Aztecs 
defeated W~shington 
Diplomats 2-1.' 
Francisco Marinho opened 
Tueart made it 2-0 at the 
half when he jumped on a L 
deflection ef a shot by Mark 
~,4vAIric and drove a low shot 
byrMan Jose keeper Mik~ 
Hew~K at 42 minutes, 
TUonrt added two second- 
haft ~0al#while Liverie had 
the o~e~sa l  as the Cosmos 
won the~.. ~o~th game in a 
row, iml~ving the record to 
20-6. 
San Jose, &~hot by a 33-7 
margin, hod its record 
dropped to 8-18, 
err F.Kennedy stadium. 
Los Angeles cored its first 
goal in the llth nlinute when 
midfielder Tom Rongen 
came out ef a scramble in 
front of the Washington goal 
and beat goalie .Bill Irwin 
from five yards OUL 
'ILCO Van Vean gave Los 
Angeles its 2-0 hal/time 
margin in the 26th minute. 
The Diplomats mounted 
Continuous attacks but could 
not score until the 84th 
minute when Sonny Askew 
In Saturday's action Fort 
Lauderda le  St r ikers  
defeated San Diego Seekers 
4-3, Edmonton Drillers 
trounced Memphis Rogues 4- 
I, Vancouver Whitecaps 
edged Portland Timbers 3-2, 
Tampa Bay Rowdies 
thrashed Detroit Express 5- 
2, New England Tea Men 
defeated Philadelphia Fury 
2-1 in overtime, Dallas 
Tornado edged Chicago 
Sting 4-3, California Surf 
defeated Seattle Sounders 3- 
l, Tulsa Roughnecks boat 
Atlanta Chiefs 2-1 and 
Minnesota Kicks shaded 
Houston Hurricane 2-1. 
Spartakaid athletes are in dispute 
including C~.a-Cola, and the 
AAU, which Is in charge of 
sending U.S. athletes to 
Slpartaklad. 
A spokesman for the soft 
drink firm said of the report: 
"The Ceca-Cola company... 
has never been involved in 
any direct payments to 
athletes themselves." 
Chuvalo still in 
there fighting 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  Chuvalo said a LIck of top- 
When mentioning the name flight competition for young 
George Chuvalo the past lighters is hurting boxing in 
tome is frequently used, but Canada and more govern- 
the grand old man of meat involvement is needed 
Canadian boxing says he is to lift it from its present' 
not ready to hang up his small-time status. 
gloves yet. "Things like the Pan-Am 
'Tm far too young to Games and other national 
retire," said the 41-year-old' teams for fighters are all 
Chuvalo, the real, if not right," he said. "But what 
recognized, heavyweigh/ about the kids who don't 
champion of Canada. make the teams. 
The Toronto fighter was in "Boxing is a great sport 
New Westminster Sainrd~y for kids. It teaches discipline 
to referee a ',so you wanna and self-reliance; but un- 
fight" amateur brawling fortunately, most of our 
session. Chuvalo has a government people have not 
permanent soft spot in his had any association with the 
heart for such displays of sport." 
bravado. Chuvalo, who has never 
It was in 1956 at a Jack been knocked out as a 
Dempsey Great White Hope professional, was stripped of 
novice brawl-a-then in his Canadian title in January 
Toronto that Chuvalo first by the Canadian 
made his mark as a fighter. Professional Boxing Feder- 
He demolished four op- ation for refusing to light 
pononts in a total of six Trevor Berbick in Halifax. 
rounds aed was on hls way to He said the site and purse 
a professional career that made the bout an offer he 
peaked with a world title could easily refuse. 
bout against Muhammad All "They (the federation) say 
in Toronto in 1966. I am evading fighting~Trevor 
• "If they find any fighters, Berbiciq" Chuvalo said. 
just one good one, the fights "I've never evaded anything 
are worthwhile," Chavalo in my life." 
said in dismissing com-. . ,  One look at his battle- 
thplaints about the safety of . scarred face would Confirm. 
e bouts, that. 
MO6COW (AP) --  United 
States officials hold firm 
Sunday that many American 
track and field athletes 
failed to come to the Soviet 
Union for the Spartaklad 
Games because of visa 
problems, Injuries and other 
reasondL  
They denied reports that 
the athletes did not show up 
because they were not paid 
money they had been 
promised. 
The Associated Press 
learned over the weekend 
from three jsoureea that 
some top athletes --  the 
egact number conid not be 
determined - - were staying 
away from two meets now 
going on because they did not 
receive payments "under 
the tab le"  from event  
organizers or corporate 
neoro, underthe-table payments 
e two events are the were to come from the 
SpariakiedGames here and corporate sponsors of the 
and the National ~0orls National Sports Festival 
Festival in Colorado Springs, 
Colo. 
"I 'm sure there was no 
payoff for Spartaklad and 
I 'm sure  there  neYeF  was 
supposed to I~ one," said 
O)lan CasselI, executive 
director of the U.S. Amateur 
Athletic Union. "And I know 
there was none for the Sports 
Festival." 
Wilma Rudolph - -  the first 
woman to win three Olympic 
gold medals, a track and 
field athlete and an insider in 
the sport all told AP that the 
lack of payments prompted 
some athletes to sit out the 
events. Both the track and 
field athlete and the insider 
requested anonymity. 
"The story is.based on a 
total untruth," said Cassell 
ca Sunday. 
The AP report said the 
WEEKL  
20% Di,  ; UgT 
• One (1) only Duo-Matlc Wood & 011 
Combination Furnace 
One (!) only Duo-Matlc Wood, Oil & Coal 
Combination Furnace 
"bYe Money, Use Weed"  
I 
CIIARLIE BEL IGER 
PLUMBING & HEAT ING LTD.  
4435 Lakelse Ave. 
TEeeACE, S.C. 635-931  
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F coTT RUSHES [ Ontari0 canoeists 
FORGOLFMONEY get silver medal 
• - , - ;  Amy Alcott, still 
from inry .ngtUs 
and is. viral, infection, 
flniched with a rush 
Sunday to s~ave oft a 
cl~rge by Nancy Lopez 
and win the $1~,680 Peter 
Jackson Ckule oaths  
Ladies Profeaslounl Golf 
Association tour. 
hockedin afour-undsr- 
W d.el with the 
competent and sueceuful 
heLo?eseZsel with only three 
oft to ldny in the73. 
hole• event at the 
Richelieu Valley Golf 
Club, Alcott calmly 
Idrdied the par-throe, 140. 
yard 17th hole with a 38- 
footer, and then eagled 
the par-five 18th in 
fashion to finish 
with a throe-under.par 70 
for the day and a seven- 
undor 385 for the tour. 
namenL It was her third 
coeaecutive round of 70 
after an opening round 75 
an the 6,424-yard layout. 
The pair had been 
i~y/~ nat-and-mo~se 
for the leadership and the 
..~,~00 first-prize money 
t~rouahout he final 
round. But Alcott said she 
had been merely "trying 
to tw0putt" .the 40*footer 
that brought her the 
eagle. 
tinineSS, meanwhile, second with a 
fonr.undnr ~'to~al s she 
cempleted her final round 
with a awe.under 71. AI. 
read~ the leading money 
winner on the tour with 
$140,~00 this year, Lopez 
charged from well back to 
earn the second prize 
money of $14,~00. She had 
fired a three-over-por 76
and'~en added rounds of 
70, 71 and finalround 71. 
"It means alot to win a 
major championship 
outside your country at 
aae 33, it's really a 
thrill," said Alcott, of 
Santa Monica, Calif., who 
hasnow won seven 
tournaments in five yours 
onthe tour. 
Silvla Bertolacolni 
finished third with a 
three-under 289. The 
golfer from the Argentine 
won $10,~00. 
Mary Dwyer of Geneva, 
N.Y., wbo had started the 
final round six strokes 
bettBr than par, blew up 
on the final 18 and wound 
hup with an 81, which loft 
er two-over for the 
tournament. Bortolaccini 
strokes. 
Kathy Shark of Port 
• Coli:~'ne, Ont, who Was 
the first round leader with 
a 69 add the colander with 
Dwyer after two rounds, 
fired a 78 Sunday to finish 
at 284, one.atr~cke over 
par. 
Judy Clark was all 
alone in fourth place at 
290; which earned her 
;7,568. Judy Rankin and 
Donna White were the 
~lx~ethor two golfers to 
par. ~ n~thod 
at' 291 and named ;5,625 
as~. 
~0dra Pust of Oak- 
ville, Ont., Sally Little, 
Barbara M0xnese and 
Pam Higglas, finished 
evm and earned ~4,~37 
each. 
Alcott, who will not  
travel to Bfltain for 
theEuropean Open later 
this week, new has earned 
• 194,40o this year. Her 
previous high was ~S,~00, 
in 1978. 
Between the viral in- 
fucllon and the double- 
bogey six she took when 
she missed a flvofout putt 
on the llth. and then the 
missed six-footer for 
birdie on 12, Alcott could 
have given up. 
• But she bh~ited the par- 
four, 360-yard lath. 
"That gave me a lot of 
momentum and I knew I 
was back in the ball 
Brae," Alcott said. 
Lolpea said she nmde a 
"lot af birdins and a lot of 
~eya: . 
~ne. cited a bupy4ive 
on'the ~,-yard 16th as a 
mbteke. There, Lopes hit 
a nine iron and wound up 
in a trap. and. finally 
m/aGed an ei~ht-foo~ putt ' '  
for par. She and:..AleOtt,: 
were" beth four under  
-when it happened ,and 
while ' the wianor '.was 
going one under on 17. 
Lolpez came back with a 
birdie two, sinking a 
neve-foote~" un 17, but 
could only come up with 
par on 18, a hole she had 
"str~ed for an easie thrse 
to finish her second 
i 'O~d,  
"I should never have 
bogeyed 18,'~ she said. 
','Bet I .wasn't about o  
g ive  up." " '  ' " ~" 
Lopes has won six 
tournaments this year 
and new has finished 
second four titans. 
COPENHAGEN (~P) - -  
Martin Fraser o f  
Miselasaup, Ont., and Ivan 
CharalamblJ of •Ottawa 
:cmbbied to produced two 
' ' silver medals for Canada t 
an international canoe 
regatta S~eday. 
The Caandian pair flnkhed 
second in the 500.metro ~ In 
eae minute 47.3 seconds with 
another Canadidm boat, 
handled by Steve Botti~ and. 
Norm Behran~ of Montreal, 
• in third p ]~ in 1:47.4. 
The Soviet. crew of 
V~dov and Petrcokn 
• won in 1:44.6, 
Later " the  Fraser- 
CheralambiJ tandem won 
another sec~dplaee silver 
• in the C~.IO,000 metre race. 
Their time of 46:37,7 was 
bettered by the Soviet pair of 
Jurohenko and Lobanov, 
wbeoe winnin8 time was 
43,'42,9. 
Sue Holinway and 
Elizabeth Arnold of Ottawa,. 
along with Monirealera 
Karen Lukanovich and Lude 
Guny, won Canada's first 
i medal of the regatta Satur. 
day, n third-pince bronze in 
thewomen'a k yak four (K4) 
500 metres. 
Rollaway turned i ra  1:59.9 
in the KI 500 m Sunday but 
• flnilhedfourth in her final, a 
race won by Rouwita Ehorl 
of East Germany in 1:59.7. 
• In the men's CI S00, 
• Poutrehin of the Soviet Union 
shaded team-mato Soroka 
1:54.5 to 1:55,5 for the gold 
while Greg Smith .of 
Miasinseup took seventh 
plane in the final. 
• In. the women's 1(2, 
Luknnevich and Guay were 
fourth in 1:51.8. An East 
Gecman crew won the race 
in 1:45,8. In the men's K4, 
Scott, Reed and Dean 
Oldershaw of M/asinseuga' 
and Alwyn Morris on 
Cau~hnewap, q~e., took 
fifth with a time of 1:28.4. 
The wianin8 Soviet crew had 
a time of 1:~.00. 
'The Montreal crew of 
Steve King and Phil H. eplmm 
was 10th in the 10,000-metres 
K2 nee in 42:45.5 while Alvin 
Brian of DartMouth, N.S., 
was 12th in the KI 10,068 in 
46:13.5. 
Crews from 16 countries 
were entered the weekend 
regatta. 
The Canadian' •paddlers 
leave ' Thursday for 
Duasebura, West Germany, 
to prepare  ira" the world 
cbampioashllz there Aus.16- 
10. 
Canada's Best 
Shoots at fourth 
BISLEY, England (CP) - -  shot hts way to theflunlwith 
: :  Bob Best, a Vancouver a 146 score at the sh~t 
, .~: school teacher who first shot 
:~ at tile Bisley rifle meet as a 
..:. cadet in 1685, took fourth 
~:~ place in the queen's Prize 
,:.. shoot Saturday, finishing 
.... ,~ Just two points behind the 
:~" winner, E n ~ n  Andrew 
:'." Tucker. 
i • Best got into the final 
.:.: round with 147 of a poulble 
:~.:1~0 points at the short 
'.-.". ron~se, the same score as 
..~" Tucker. The two men were 
• ::. even ly  matched at 900 yards, 
: :  with both scoring 71 points. 
But at 1,000 yards, Tucker 
.~;scorad 72 points from 15 
::~: abets to 70 f~ Best to win the 
.:;qusen'a Prize with 290 of a 
• .. p~alble 300 points. Another 
/::Bdtoe, Ben Knight, was 
,:., runner.up with 289, 
Beet's score of 288 was 
ranges then added 70 at 900 
yards and 68 at 1,680. for a 
total of 283 and 37th place 
ever-all. 
Rob Sidhu, 16, 0f 
Kmnloope, B.C, wan ~nd 
with 283 made up of 147 in the 
seal-final, 69 at 900 and 67 
and 1,680. Jennifer Weir, 17, 
of New Glasgow, N.S., stood 
~rd with 145, 70 and 68 for 
another ~ score. 
David Biddington ot 
Moocton, N,B,, was 51st with 
281; Brian Psyntet, 17, 
Ottawa, 60th with 280; and 
lab Rcherton, 18, Ottawa, a 
member of the national 
team, 64th an the r~sult of a 
count-out while flnishto~ at 
M0. 
Other Canadiansin the 
Queen's Prize fl~l: 
;.:equalled by three other GeoraeChane, GrandBay, 
-:-shooters, but the Canadian N.B,, 70th, 379; Des Vam- 
.-.was rulepted to fourth place plew, Toronto, 73th, 279; Sat. 
:::on a "count.out after British Clement Pommerleau, 
-~-shootor Richard Nlchekon Royal gnnd Regiment, 9fish,. 
../tursed in a better final.stage 374.; J im Bullock, 
.:.:l~re. Idisaisseup, OnL, ~th, 374. 
• Outstanding performances Best was third in the All. 
• were tdrced In by a.number Comers AUroPto shoaling 
'of yo~u~ competitors at the withS17ofaposible328intbe 
• c~upetitio- this year, in- six maJor short.ra~e events 
• eluding six from the of the week, counting-out one 
:.casadian cadet eonflnpnt, place above the Grand 
A88repto winner, Arthur 
Lt.-Col. Vince Lilley of 0t- Clarke of Britain, and three 
.'Sawn, who headed the behind Allcumera winner, 
'canadinncadetaatthemeet, Eng l i shman'  J ohn  
.asJd Sunday: "It  is  the Bellrin~or. 
•:cadete who are making the Dave Rumbold of Ottawa 
ruun~ here today. We have was ~4th with a score of 314, 
many members in the fan Rohertson of Ottawa 
Queen's final as the national took third in the St, George's 
" ' ' . ' : . '  ' '  : . . . . . . .  The Herald, Monday, July 30, 1079, Page 
f 
Rangers had team ____n, " ? I • • S ~]r'__ 
EDMONTON (CP) It was a snyth|n8, same for a gsalte~der. I The transition fr~n the 
New York RanKers' drive dream." really believe itd;km take 
to the Stanley Cup final 
was the culmination of 
much hard work and 
many dreams for 
' goa l tender  John  
Davtdson. 
'"/'he best hing was the 
team thing; we took a'  
whole city of 14 million 
people and turned It ~/ '  
said Davidson, in Edmon- 
ton for a charity, softball 
game Sunday. 
"There might never be 
a hockey happeni~ like 
that In New York ever 
again. I wouldn't 1~ade 
that experience for 
R, took six years for 
Davidson, 26, to reach 
success after he moved 
into the National Hockey 
League 'following a 
brilliant career with 
Calgary Centennials of 
the Western Hockey 
League. 
"It'a net that.~difflc.ult 
today, Rally, for players 
to come straight out .of 
Junior hockey into the 
National HQekey Lee~ 
But looking hack, I kn~ 
it would have don,/me 
good to spend are ,  years 
is the minors. It's pot the 
longer for a goaltender to
mature. 
"More than anything, 
you need the years in the 
minors to toughen your 
mind up...to learn to win 
and l~e. 
"In Junior hockey, a 
gcaltander: doesn't have 
to concentrate much. 
Usually, there are only a. 
couple of players and the 
power play to really 
worry about. In the I~H,, 
I don't care how bad the 
player is supposed to be, 
be can still shoot the 
pock." 
| 
Praidce to the Big Apple 
compounded the fact that 
most of his initial errors 
in the NHI, were me, tel. 
"At first I hated New 
York. It was culture 
shock. The filth and the' 
crowds.... I didn't like it. 
"But now I love New 
York. l've learned to not 
notice the filth and the 
crowds but to appreciate 
Broadway plays, the 
res taurants  and 
museums. New York is 
the BIg Apple. It took me 
four years to learn the oh 
vtous. It opens a lot o~ 
doors for a player." 
Graham to stay in golf 
PHILADELPHIA CAP) Graham showed Graham came out of the Open, also equalled the 
- -  Lea Graham, a 41- 
year-old professional 
golfer, says he'll never 
qult, nut so long as he can 
swing .a club without 
makln8 a fool of himself. 
And it wasn't any fool at  
Whitemarsh Valley 
Country Club who walked 
off with the ~45,000 first 
prize in the Philadelphia 
golf tournament Sunday. 
amadng standea in the 
four days. he trudged 
around" Whltemarsh's 
6,687 yards in heat and 
• humidity that wilted 
spectators and players. 
• And to cap h is .  per- 
formance, hehad to  go 
out and win a sudden. 
death playaff against 
Bobby Wadkine, 13 years 
Graham's  , Jun ior .•  
pack Sunday to tie 
Wadkins with an l l -  
under.par 273 after the 
regulallon 7~ holes. 
On the first sudden. 
death hole, Graham 
carved out a birdie three, 
~ l le  Wa~ias thrashed 
a~nd in the rough and 
came,in second. 
Graham, whose last 
triumph'was the 1975 U.S. 
one-round tournament 
mark of seven,tmdor.por 
64. 
fourThoush he now has o~ly 
tour victorie~,'the ~5- 
,year veteran's hund~ds 
of ulso-ran finishes helpo~ 
• him became professional 
golf's 21st millionaire 
winner. Sunday's 
lofted his total winnings 
.t~ $I,037,397. 
BUSINESS D IRECTORY .... i i  
:'L'~ 
I 
VAN'S CONTRACTING 
~ Furniture Repair 
~ Restorati0ns, Hope Chests 
~Custom Made Furniture Refinishinl[ 
~genera!, Building C0ntractin! 
~=--~r~ R't,'~",:V :); ~/  
/ ~ '~,-,:,: 635-5585 
2610 Kalum St, Terrace 
NORTHWEST PiPE 
AND EQUIPMENT LTD, 
. . . . . .  ~.~ PIPE~PLI, H~BINGSUpPL:IES~,~U~F~S, "d~:,t'..'. ~;l 
• HOSES, NUTS AND BOLTS, FENCING, , WATERSO~TENERS--,NO~O~E-- 
6239 Keith Avenue - Near B.C. Hydro 
636-7158 
Ready Mix Concrete, Sand, Gravel, Top Soil, Drain 
rock, Patio Blocks, Concrete Gravel, Bags of 
Cement, % Yard Concrete Mixer available for rent• 
,., . .w.mmw~ 
WE DELIVER SATURDAYS 
PHON E ~3~-~6 i 
F.J.H. R EAOI~, ~1~ 
Constructlon~td, r " 
Plant Off Krumm Road 
Thornhill 
TOgET~ T^ P~5 EyE~YIiI~' . 
WATCH FOR OUR COLUMN . 'ASK lOBE' • i 
Wayside Groceries ........ 
4711.G le i th  Ave .  
Your fr iendly conve'nienc~ .store 
• HOURS: 
Weekdays 6130 am - 12 midnight 
Weeka.ds 9:00  am to 12 midnight 
i 
Plumbing Healing • Commercial Servicing 
Residential Industrial Specializing Gas Fitting 
and Sheet Metal Shop 
/ 
Char l ie  Belan er 
. . . . . . . .  PLUMBING &.HEATINGkTD.  ..... - ........ 
"Un ique  Bathroom Bout ique"  
4435 LAKELSE AVENUE 
P O Box  534 P ;HONE 635.9319 
TERRACE•BC vaG4B5 OR 635.9320 
Install & Service Gas, Wo~d & Oil Furnaces 
EAS TSIDE 
GROCER }" & L.4LNDROMAT 
OPEN 
7 DAYS A WEEK 
To Serre }'on 
W[EKDAYS 8-11 WEEKENDS 9.11 
4438 Lakelse S35-2104 
YOUR FRIEHDLY CONVEHIENCE STORE 
I 
£OO/I 
zrn. 
Custom finishing. Renovations. Add'ltlons 
CEDAR SPECIALISTS 
Terrace Electronic Repairs Lt& 
SERVING TERRACE & KITIMAT 
• AUTHORIZED ., 
~ e  SERVICE 
' DEPOT 
Philips, Magnavox, Zenith ; 
Sanyo, Toshiba ' 'i~ 
N~n.-Sat, - -  9 a.m. • 6 p.m. 
Friday .~, ? a.m. - ?,p.m. 
4623 Lakolse 6354543 ' 
GI,A(:IEi{. 
A 
S 
•S 
4418 Legion Avenue 
Terrace, S,C, 
A (:Oml)l, 'tc ( , lass an(! 
BILL IARDS & AMUSEMENTS 
3213 KALUM STREET 
TERRACE,' B.C. PHONE 635.2473 
4"/ INDUSTRIES ,,c. 
• Imprinted Promotional Items 
Executive Business Gifts 
Novelties & Advertising Specialties 
Convention & Campaign Aids 
Sales Boosters & Incentive Programmos 
Signs 
Custom Designs 
Box 634 L~-4~6 Terraoe, e'e, Al l , , , in ,m S,.r,i,.c 4522B Graham Ave. iSS.~S7 
i i i  . . .  
e~. ,  
Cleaners Ltd APP ,NCE ,W.MOWER 
• RENOVATING. BICYCLES. ETC. 
• " FOR THE BEST IN 
SUEDE AND LEATHER 
Handyman Unlimited 
2 LOCATIONS 
4404 Legion Avenue and Mini Mall 
(Next to Mr.  Mikes) Call E[ILL or DALE 3943 Mountalnvlew 
3212 KALUM PHONE' 635-6357 ~, -~=.o~ 630.8277 or 63S.3,67 Terrace, B,C. 
%~ t.J %j ~.. u s.7 ~,j 
i i 
i i 
Pro-Teoh Electronics Engineering 
• team, the British Columbia, 
party, the Ontario party and 
the Canadian Forese put 
• together. 
"I have been giving the 
other (Canadian) teams a 
InN time rubbing this in," 
'a]dd Lilley. "The important 
, t ld~ to us is that we are 
Molng ho~e with sin Qunen's 
• Hundred badase, r~.~lm 
d our p~ in the p~e 
Challenge Vase competition, 
ecodn8 148 of a pcosible 150 
at 600 and 900 yards, alter a 
count-out among four 
shooters tied at that score to 
determine the final passings. 
In the Mackinnon 
Challenge Cup, Canadian 
shooters counted 1,059 of a 
SERVING TERRACE & K IT IMAT 
We Service All Commercial & Home Entertainment 
Appliances Including Microwave 
Warranty Depot 
Sanyo Soundeslgn, Ksewood, Admiral, Hitachi 
Morse Electrophonic 
Hammond Certified Technician 
i 
MARCOUX Off ices,  HEAT,NO. E .S.SERV,CE 
m.23s9  I 
6.3916MountaJnvlew Ave., Terrace J ,.o,E o3a,.~. , T~.. ~'* ~-4'~'CEW, A LScH AVe. 
~ lble 1~00 to l ied second I 
co, Just two Points behind 33N KALUM 635.Sl34 
lima," the winning English team in 
the lena-range team corn- 
The beet of his Canadian peitim. Bat  individual Ca. -- , ' 
~dete, xedy X~kord of ,,.dis. ~ ,. the sboot, "e ~,'.i~'J rim i 
~ ,  reaehedthehighmt were Best, 68; Don Bullock, 
,..in, .,hod, ee. w.t van ver. BC. 54; Ca l l  uS  a t  635-6357 9 to5  • ~,~memberatBislsyfor a 16- and Art Grundy. Kinpvil le, 
:PqMw-old dflmnan. Bechord Ont., 94. ' 
'• "0 1 
r 
° , |~  , 
i 
/ :  
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r, i 
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MR. BUSINESSMAN! 
This Space 
i$ Reserved 
For Your Ad. 
. . o  
CLASSIF IED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or  less $2.00 per 
Inserflen. Over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive In. 
sortlons 51.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertlen charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertlen. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$t.16 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. * • 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE:  
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
Insertlen...i. :," : ' . '  . : 
LEGAL - POLITICAL and' 
TRANSIENT AD-  
VERT IS ING:  
$3.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basts only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
314,;{: 0 usmE S s•: •:} 34,:FOR RENT ~::!::.:!:: 
4 
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective 
October 1, 1918 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier ruth 3.00 
Ey Carrier year 33.00 
By Mail 3mth 15.00 
By Mall 6 mth 25.00 
By Mall year 45.00 
Senior Citizen year 20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America one 
year 55.00 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635-6357 
19'HELP WANTED 
The Herald reserves the 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, and to repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
. box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within 10days of expiry of an 
advertisement wi l l  be 
destroyed unless mall ln 9 
Instructlens are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
CLASSIFIED: All claims • of errors in 
2:00 p.m. on day previous to advertisements must be 
dayof publlcetlen Mondayto • received by the publisher 
Friday. within 30 days after the first 
ALL CLASSIFIED •CASH pohllcetlon. 
WITH ORDER other thin It Is agreed by the ad. 
BUSINESSES WITH AN vertlser requesting space 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. that the liability of the 
Herald In the event of tallure 
Servlce.chargeof~.~on all to puhllsh an advertisement 
! N.S.F.~¢hequ~s,~:-~:,:. ~ .. , .or n the event of an error 
;. ~ ' appearing In the ad- 
:WEDDING DESCRIP. 
• TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
: submitted within one month. 
$5.00 production charge for 
wedding and.or engagement 
pictures. News of w~ldlngs 
(write-ups) received one 
month or more after event 
510.00 charge, with or 
• without picture. Subject to 
condensation. Payable in 
advance. 
CLASSIF IED AN.  
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Engagements $.50 
Marriages 5.50 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals S.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Mamorlal Notices 5.50 
PHONE 63.5-6357 
Classlfled Advertising Dept 
• COMMUNITY 
SERVI(;ES 
vertlsement as published 
shall be l imited to the 
• amount paid by the ad. 
vert!ser for only one In. 
correct Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space oocupled by the In. 
correct or omitted item only, 
.and that there shall be no 
• liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act. 
which prohibits any ad. 
vertlsing that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age is behveen 44 and 65 : 
years, unless the condition Is 
Justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
Involved. 
Do you feel you have a 
drinking problem? There is 
help 
Weight Watchers meeting Ava'llable! 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. Phone 635.5636 
at the Knox Unlted Church ALCOHOLICS 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. ANONYMOUS 
MEETINGS: 
' Mon. 8:30 p.m. . United 
Kitimat A.A. Constru¢llon Church. 
Greupln KItlmat: telephone' Men. 8 p.m. • Alanon 
4|2-3113. Skeena Health Unit. 
MEETINGS: 
Monday. Step Meetings. 
8:30 p.m. Lutheran Church, 
Wednesdays Closed 
Meetings 8:30 p.m. United 
Church• 
Fridays. Open Meetings 8:30 
Th,Jrs. or Sat. 8:30 p.m. Mills 
Memorial Hospital. (nc.tfn) 
Birthright Office 
Alternative to Ahort!on 
3-4621 Lakelsa. 635.3901 
p,m, Skeena Health Unit, Wednesday 1 p,m. • 3 p.m. 
Kltlmat General Hospital. and 4p.m. • 5 p.m. or phone 
AI.AnonMeetings. Tuesdays anytime: Lisa 635-3164, 
- 8:00 p,m, United Church Carol 635.5136 (nc.tfn) 
• (nc) 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFTSHOP 
Mil ls Memorial  Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations ot good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635-5320 or 635.5233, or leave 
denatlons at the Thrlft Shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11 a.m. 
and 3 p.m. Thank you. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB. 
/Meet every Tuesday nlgM at 
; 8 In the Skeana Health Unlt. 
For more Informetlon phone 
635.3741 or 633.2023. 
Rape Reli,! 
Abort Ion Cm,,~lllng 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
630-8)08 
WANTED DUNATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
turnlture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635.2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
t,) make arrangements for 
pickup. 
'PREGNANT?' ! 
NEEDHELP? 
LadlesSllm Line Club •meats Call Birthr ight for ar~ 
Monday evening- -6:30 alternative to abortion i 
p .m. - -Un l f0d  Church  Phone 632.460~ nnytlme~ 
'~ beNmen.__ I,K J t )~.M. . .• ; .  Room 233, Necha.ko Centre I
Skeena Health Unit  
3215.2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6307 
The followlng are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES: '~J 
Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30-3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment. 
Held at the Thornhll l  
Elementary School on the 
fourth Friday of every~ 
month' from 1:30.3:3g p.m. 
Please phone for an ap- 
pelntment. 
Babysltters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent• for Im- 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday from 3.4:10 p.m. 
by appointment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unlt for detalls 
and reglstratlon. 
HOME NURSINGCARE 
Nurslng care In the h()me for 
those who need It on referral 
from thelr fatally doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old chlldren. Held 
on thlrd Monday of every, 
month. Developmental, 
vision, hearJng screening 
done. Please phone for ap- 
pelntment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
~el.d every Monday at. 
ternoon at 1.2 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at  3:30 
or by appointment. 
SANITATION 
The public health inspectors 
are now situated in Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems. 
SPEECH AND HEARING 
CLINIC 
HeLd at 4612 Gr!eg Aven u.e. 
Hearing tests will be done by. 
referral from family doctor 
or community health nurse. 
638-1155. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No. 205.4621 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for. 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205-4721 
Lazelle. Tel 635-9196. 
Assessment and guldance 
for vocatlonal and soclal 
rehabll ltatlon done by 
rc.onsulta nt. 
CWL Fall Bazzar wlll be held 
October 24 from I p.m. to 9 
p.m. at the Verltas School 
Gym. (Nc.24Oct) 
. . ! 
Rebekah Lodge Rummage 
Sale, Saturday, August lath. 
10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Ocldfellows 
Hall, 3222 Munroe St. 
Donations of articles ac. 
cepted. Phone 635-2794 for 
further-Information. (NC- 
18Aug) 
Rebekah Lodge Annual Tea 
and Bazaar, Saturday, 
November 10th., Oddfellows 
Hall, 3222 Munroe St. (NC- 
10Nov.) 
KERMODE 
BINGO SCHEDULES 19/9 
JULY 
Tuesday, July 24, 1919. 5mall 
Bingo 
Sunday, July 29, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Blngo 
AUGUST 
Tuesday, August 7, 1979. 
Small Bingo 
Sunday, August 12, 1919. 
S2,000.00 Blngo 
Tuesday, August 21, 1919. 
Small Bingo 
Sunday, August 26, 1919. 
$2,000.00 Blngo 
SEPTEMBER 
Tuesday, September 4, 1919. 
Small Bingo 
Sunday,September 9, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
Tuesday, September 18, 1919. 
Small Bingo 
Sunday, September 23, 1919. 
S2,000.00 Blngo 
OCTOBER 
Tuesday, October 9, 1919. 
Small Blngo 
Sunday, October 14, 1919. 
$2,000.00 
Tuesday, October 23, 1979. 
Small Blngo 
Sunday, October 28, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Blngo 
NOVEMBER 
Sunday, November 4, 1919. 
$2,000.00 Blngo 
Tuesday, November 13, 1919. 
Small Bingo 
t* 
P . 
• ' . - '~  V ' "  " . '  ' " '~ , .~  '%.  
Sunday, November 18, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
Tuesday, November 27, 1979. 
.Sma H Bingo 
DECEMBER 
Tuesday, December 4, 1979. 
Small Bingo 
Sunday, December 9, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Blngo 
Tuesday, December 18, 1979. 
Small Eingo 
Sunday, December 23, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Blngo 
For more Information 
I~lone: 
KERMODE FRIENDSHIP 
SOCIETY 
4451 GREIG AVE. 
TERRACE,  B.C. 
VOG 1M4 
635.4906 
(NC.23Dec) 
For sale 1976 Yamaha YZ 
motorCycle. Completely 
PERSONAL. rebuilt. Lots of neW parts. 
Can be viewed at 'No. 110- 
COLLIER EXCAVATING Woodland Helghts TraUer 
Court. (PS.2/July) 
Backhoe Work 
1978 650. Yamaha n~for- 
PHONE 635.5340 after six cycle. Extended front end 
(Cttn.14-&77) and custom seat. Im- 
maculato condition. Includes 
Opportunity for employers original front end. P r ies  
needing a dependable $2500. Phone ~lS-S~S after 6 
telephone service In town. p.m. (PS-30July) 
Also have good contacts for 
finding dependable era. . 
ployees as needed. Cheque '" 
drop.offs, etc. Employer "i• 
supply's communications n r. " . 
equipment. Please phone J~ll]V]]l~]~ 638-8398. (P4- 
• # . 24,27,July,7,10Aug ) 
Selling? 
HALL RENTALS 
Oddfe l lows  Ha11.3222 
Munroe. For further In- 
formation phone 635.2794 or, 
'635-5661. (Attn-9.7.79) 
To give away - S two.month. 
old kittens. Excellent 
mousers or farm cats. Call 
'63S.9258. (sff.ttn) 
Wanted to buy: 1 fluffy grey: 
kitten and or .1 golden Lab 
Retriever. Papers not 
necessary. Call anytime 
2466. (CS.2Aug) 
To glve away--Klflens..Mlrx 
Siamese cross-Females. 
Phone 635-9345. ( P3- 
26,27,31July) Required I body man and.or B.C.OIdAge PenslonersTea painter tor Prince Rupert. Traain '_? 
& Bazaar wil l  be held auto, body shop. Wage 
Saturday, November 3, 1979 negotiable. Phone 624.42?6, 
at the Terrace Arena 624-2708 anytime. (C4- 
Banquet Room from 1:30 31July) 
p.m. to 4:30 p.m. (NC.2Nov) " Needed ride Into town week- 
Receptionist.Clerk opening deys~befween 8:15 and 8:46. U Live 'on Old Lakelse near Mil ls Memorial  Hospital available for a career ~e Apex Red & White. Will pay 
Auxiliary Thrift Shop will be minded person who can meet 
having a half price sale on people, type well, & handle for gas. Phone 638.1753 after 
women's c,othlng on figures accurately. Benefits Claoo...edS" 5:30 p.m. (NC-Ctfn.stf)Wanted: 
Saturday, July 28 from lh00 Include 5 day week, good ~=~ 
Responslb l 'e  to 4:00 p.m. Located east of opportunity for ad- ~ 
Spee-Dee Printers and vencement. Apply In person' working girl to !hare 2 
Across from Manuel's to Avco Financial Services. bedroom furnished trailer in' 
Thornhlll. Phone 638.8332 
Restaurant. (NC-27July) (C4.31July) after S p.m. Anytime week. 
NEEDED IMMEDIATEL~ • . . .  ends. (C1.27July) 
AVON REPRESEN-  39. MARINE TATIVES TO WORK IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS: 
DANNY'S PLACE "( 3213 " Copperside Estates, Sandy,~': . .., : .. t 
Kalum Street-Terrace, Mountvlew, & Crestvlew; i p ] l ~  1977 Bayllner 2350 Nlsqually 
B.C.)' Paquotte, Pine area, Phone .'/ " Comand hrldge with 200 HP 
PRESENTS Norms at 635.7496. (Cffn, ... . . . . . .  ' ' . . . . .  Volvo FWC, tr im tabs depth' 
Nor thcoast  Amateur  M.W.F....79) 635-6357 ,~nd,  plus many other  
Snooker Tournament .  ' ' extras. Complete with 
Registration: August and Babysitter wanted. Oc, . . . . . . . . . .  : • 
September. Fee: $10.00 ceslonal days & evenings for trailer. Phone 847-2093 or 
write to Box 2287" Smlthers, 
(Includes Table Charges). 7 & 10 year old. Davis Ave. 
"Everyone  Welcome" .  area. Please call 635.9648. rnn  oi:~ r b.C. (CS-2Aug) 33, FOR/SALE World ranked John Boer will (C2.30July) River Bont.2S foot aluminum 
be on hand during the flnols. Needed babysitter to babYslt' MISC. 
,(A -1seep t) . ' ..... 
• in my home at 3416 No. 34,. 1973 Maverick, 5500.00 
• Kalum, 2 days, 2 .nights, O.B.e. 26 Inch color T.V. 
some weekends, for S month S300.000.B.O. Phone 635.4342 
old baby. Pay negotiable, after S p.m. (C3-27July) 
Phone 635-2364 or 635-2231, 
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolphus ask for Shlreen. (P3- Forsele111kenew12foot29 
Troulstra are pleased to 24,26,27July) fsotx7fsotwalltent, S125.00. 
announce the forth coming .. 1 sat of Make camper tie 
marriage of their daughter Truckers wanted, one 6x6to downs, $20.00. Phone 638. 
Dorothy to Mr. David Peters haul ore. TOP rates. Call G. 1916. (P2.27July) 
son of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob White at ~81-0419  a.m. to'4 
Peters. Ceremony will take p.m. (CS-IAug) 1 deep freezer, ap- 
place ,)n August seventeenth proximately 4 feet long, 
at seven.thirty p.m. at the S130.00. Craftsman 10 Inch 
AUCTIONS 
Terrace All iance Church. radial arm laW wlth shlel new tires, fop Information 
(NC1.27July) stand, l ike new, S3S0.00. phone 635.5987. (P3.27July) 
Suzuki. 125 TK motor cycle 
10. BACKHOE FOR HIRE 5530.00. Phone 635-5683 after 47. HOMES 
FOR RENT 
Phone 635.6454 or 635-6757. S p.m. (P2.27July) 
(ctfn.25.06-79) 
WANT E D FOR OU R One 9)(12 tent with canopy, In 
CONSIGNMENT & SALES new condltlen, $150.00. Small For rent 1 bedroom fur- 
FLOOR Furniture, ap. dinette sot with 4 chairs, nlshed house In Thornhlll. 
pllances, power tools, hand Couch with 2 matching Phone 635-5775. (P1.27July) 
tools, clean small cars, Whltefrldge&stovef0rsale, chalrl In beige vinyl. One ~ ÷ 
motorblkes, beats, motorsor' Phone 635.4671. (P3.27July) eddFranchprovlndalcoffes 48,  SUITES 
any other goods In ac- I table. Phone 63841213. (PS- 
ceptahie condition. 31. 1~g) FOR RENT 
GARAGESALE t _ m  Terrace Auction' Mart,  14tout aluminum boat, 4 HP Self contained accomndatlon 
Corner of Lakelse & Apstsy. : motor. Asking 5500;00. 14 foot suitable for one. Close In. No 
635-51131. (Ctfn-29.06.79) Garage sale at 3911-O aluminum boat, 9W HP pets. Phone 635.5350. (C2. 
AUCTION SALE McKenzle Paquefte starting July 27 tll motor. Asking 1750.00. Boat 27July) 
Furn i tu re ,  K l t lmat ,  all Items gone. Truck, car, traller, S200.00.19fcottrave! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Saturday, July 28; 1979 at 1 furniture, car.trai ler ,  ap. trailer, 1400.00. Phone 635. The. B.C. Housing 
p.m. and Sunday, July 29, pllcences, water bed, etc. 7685. (CS-27July) Management is feklng ap- 
1979 at 2 p.m. Furniture & (PS.2Aug) plleatlons for acoomodetlonl 
home furnishings. L.W. Ufllltytrallerforsets. Phone at the "Willows, 3404 Kalum' 
Sears Auctioneer. (P1. ~lS-/0el. (PS.27July) Street for bachelor and 1 
27July) ~ i~ ~ bedroom apartments. A rent 
supplement is available 
Garage sale "at 3949 Old SPOT CASH depending on Income. 
Lakelse Lake Road from 12 Interested parsons over 
to 6 p.m., Couch, chairs, for the age of 55 or single per- 
~ ; ] : l - I j l l  tables, ~emps etc. (P1. S~lS in RECEIPTOF GAIN 
27.July) Your old furnltwe, guns for the handicapped may 
Concrete septic tanks In I' what have you. We buy obtain applications at No. 
14, BUSINESS 
PERSONAL 
32. i stock. Get relief with a J se l l - swap. t rade.  103.3404 Kalum Street,~ concrete Investment. MOTORCYCLES I Alsa kesh salmon roe. Terrace, B.C.or by mail to: 
P.O. Box 310 Prince Rupert, 
Schmltty's Excavating QUEENSWAY 'B.C. 'V8J 3P9. Phone 
635.3939 GS.400 Suzuki street bike., inquiries collect to 627.7501. 
(AM-6-6-79) Phone 635.7519. (Pl0.8Aug) TRADING (A11-22June, Atfn.Frl.) 
~400 "Yamaha Enduro.. Ne~, 
engine, good condltlon.~ 1215 Kalum St. 
HILLSIDE LODGE GEMINi EXCAVATING 51,200 OBO. Phone 638-103P 
LTD, •after 5 p;m. (stfn-tfn) Ph. 630.1613 4450Little Avenue 
(Was Andrews) ' ~ (Atfn-2S-S-/9) 
Backhoe Work 1977 CB7S0F Supersport S leep ing  rooms,  
housekeeping units,  cen: 
Hourly & Contract Honda with windjammer.. 5-URPLUS FURNITURE trally located. Fully fur- 
IL15.3419 anytime Low mileage. Excellent'. 
(AM.6.6-79) condition. Phone 635-3824, SPECIALS nlshed. Reasonable rates 
(Pl0-1Aug) Brand now sofa beds from by day or week. Non. 
$350.00 drinkers only. Phone 635. 
ACCURATE PAINTING 1974 Kawasakl 500. $350 Chesterfield and Chair 6611. (ctf.f) 
& DECORATING Firm. Phone 635.2829 after 5 $398.00 .,, 
Interior & Exterior p.m. (C3-27July) Brand new double beds - 
Brush Roller & spray $140.00 KEYSTONE COURT 
For a Professional lob Yamaha GT e0, also bumper One only used hlde-a.bad APARTMENTS 
Cell AI 638.8479 brackets. Like new. 5450.00. wllh chair $100.00 
Free Estimates Phone 635.5709. (C$.31July) Used sofas and chalrl from Office No. 2 - 4603 Scott. 
(C20.14Aug) $60.00 One, two and three 
1975 CanAm 125. Running Useclkltchensofet40.00and bedroom apar tments .  
- condition. Asking price up. Laundry & storage area. 
FILTER QUEEN 5600.00. Phons 635.5907 after Used stoves Near schools and down. 
? 4 p.m. (P3.27July) Used rafrlgeratorl town. Clean, quiet, 
sales and service Poly rope sold by the roll spacious, security Iockup 
. . . . . . .  only at $20.00 rol l .  Many and .patrol. Full t ime 
Park Ave. Terrace 76 Suzuki GT 380. Good more bargains at the manager In residence. 
condition. Asking Sl0S0.00 Terrace Auction Mart Sales 635.5224 
(AM.-0/.7635"1249al- 9) O.B.O. Phone 5-3596 after 4 ~ Floor. 4434 Lakelse Avenue (cff-f) 
p.m. (PlO.3OJuly) ; 635-5172. (Ctfn.23.05.79) : , 
3 bedroom wlth basement ::'; .': 
suite for sale. Immedlahl::':":: 
occupancy. 4 bedroom, 2 
f l replaoe executive tyl~e"':- ' :  
home for sale. Interested::'" 
parties only please call 635.: : 'v 
2153. (P1-27July) - .  
". . , . ,  
HOUSE FOR SALE " 
3 large bedrooms, big ufll#Y'~i::.!" 
room, bay wlndow, shoW ...... .
fireplace, full INmlmont, '2L~..:.'.: 
rooms roughed In hamm~enh:::,'.-: 
Rul.  large storage shad.: " 
Phone 635.9175 for ap, / '  . 
polntment to' vlew. (P5:;':: : 
,27July) . . . . . .  
Prlvate home for sale- :~ .~ i '  
bedroom, 2 full bath l~-~ 
fireplace up & down, re~ "--'~' 
room, wel l  landscaped-.:*~.. 
Phone 635.3331. (P~:;..;'. 
~W,E/July) ::•: 
. 
For sale by owner seclucled~;::,. 
bedroom home on 3 ecrel,,:,,, ~: 
land at Huckleberry Lane/i.~.,-':> 
Woodland Park, 1136 sq. fL.: ....... 
FA oli heat, 2 fireplaces..:: 
I-kmtllator, sauna, carport, ,. 
dr i l led wel l ,  school bus , , : ; .  
drapes, & appliances. Phonl ~: . .  
63841314. (Ctfn.Tues,Frl.24.,; .... 
17-79) '; ,. 
3 bedroom, 2V~ baths, 1154 :.4 
sq. ft.  ma in  floor, full!.,': .. 
basement on 80x~00 ft. lob ';;W :'~ 
'Alternate wood heat, drilled .~,,... 
wall .  Just outside town : .  "' 
limits. Asking $50.000. Phone ;~; •: :" 
IL%%6401. : ::':. '.: 
(24,27,3 ~ ." . . . . .  
0July,3,7,10,14,17Aug ) 
A modern 3 bedroom home:;,,.,,-. 
on Skesne Street with fu l l~ .  • 
basement. 1 roughed In:~' .: 
f ireplace, one completed , : . :  
fireplace, full carpeting I~ . .  ::~ 
DR, L.R. & BRs. Price I~: : : :  
dudes fridge.& stove. Dr lv~ 
by 2812 Skenne, then I squ l~ ' .~:~ 
at 635-61102. (P12-27July) , .;~ 
455 aids-Hamilton let. Near .~'. 
s acre hobby farm In tow~. , . ,  
new. 300 hours on motor, horse lovers de l ight ,  ~ 
S12000. Tandem trailer. 6.16. bedroom;,~,f(!l~l., bessme~,~. ,  
23.t0 Stewart. (Pa.27July) . . . . . . . .  _., homo. h~;c~i,'pid&~,. 
1977 Heavy Hauler boat rldlng rlng, pasture am.  
trailer wlth or wltho~ power Appolnlmant only ~I$4480.: 
winch. Designed to have 24 (P3-27July) .. ,: 
foot boat. Phone 635-4777. •'3 bedroom ,house with full :~-~:': 
(Cffn.3.7.79)" basement on 3 acres of ladd ... . . .  : 
in  quiet subdivision. 103 ~':: 
mlnute drlve from down';.~'-:"' 
town. Sel l lng.  prlce ~'- ; ' :  
$49,600.00. Phone 635.7578; ~-..:. 
For sale JD 410 Backhoe, (P0.3Aug) " ~:;::"_. 
Winter storage spaclh;:.v ".1 
preferably undercover for 24~--_:~ :,. 
foot boat. 635-~7 days and-~::,,..~ 
ask for Evelyn or 4331.2731 .~.~ '
evenings. (CS-31July) .~:..~-~, 
; ' , t  9p -  , , .  
Single, female teacher, non .;~.:,; 
smoker requires a one .,.•.:.. 
bedroom unf u rn lshed  .",.: :. 
apartment for Sapfembar.i ;:: .,. 
1M. Phone collect 112-435-...~.. 
7506 after 6 p.m, (ClM.2G07..',::;..-, 
79-FrI,Mon) . " ~. ;', ., ~. .:. 
Warehouse or manufac-::'.=:.~ 
luring space available Im--...~: ,~.: 
mediately. 3100 sq. fto..~..-.;.: 
downtown location, phond-;::...," 
635-7040. (Cffn.3.07.79) -:.-.- .-. 
, , ,  ,. . . . .  . . . • .  , . . '  
For rent 900 square feet on; ~..:. 
second floor, air condltlonad~ - :  
Located at 4623 Lakelso Ave .~:~.  
Phone ~-L~s2. (Ct fn~7.~) .~,  
OFFICE SPACE • 
~AIL -A~L f= ~ . . . . . . . .  
685 sq, feet of prime offlce ;~o,,'.~:: 
space. Nlcely located Iii . . . . .  
down town area, clola~=~::" 
proxlmaly to cemmorclal.::-  
stores & banks. Rent Is on:.~::..: 
triple net basis and leala~..~.~.. 
assumption. Available on ...... 
September I, 1979. Plel,Nb: . 
wr i te:  Wedeene River,., . . . . . .  
Contracting Co. Ltd. NO. 200.:::.;; 
44MS Lazelle Ave. Terrace~--~. x,
B.C. or phone ns.12el. (C~.~,~ 
21July) ' " ' :~=-J" 
, - .  .-' ,r*,;: 
i Warehouse & rentsl space l -  ~ 
ievelfebfe on MW By-,! 
I Pass .  Phone 431.1164. I " : : :  
WATERFRONT LOT AT  ''~': 
LAKELSE , ..-'L . 
Almost ~ acre lot on couth~; i ~:.! 
side of Lakelse River vory~.::, .  ~
close to river mouth. Goo~l~.-'~ 
sloping well t rNd lot wlth"-~,'~: 1 
small stream and posalMe an" " '  
unfinished cabin. First .... 
SlO,000 takes. Phone ~4.,11~:~:.: 
after 6 p.m. (CS.31July) ..... 
LEGAL ~ 
• . • ' ,  , ., . 
• . .  : , ," . : •  ' ,  • "  , 
# 
r 
TENDEI~k REa01RED 
" FOR TRADE 
AND SUPPLIES 
o 
Twenty-one suite wood 
home Apertment-.Terrace. 
.Fifteen suite woodframe 
apartment Messet. Tenders 
close August 3, 1979. Work 
commences AuguSt 7,1979. A 
$10.00. 'd~l f  per set of plans 
cabinet. To view installed at ~'.l~vl~'~iGuarantsed quick 
Pine ~ar.k No,. 17 0r* phone, payment for quick work. 
~l~l~;.'::or : ~ .  (C~ '~ i  :~-:" " 
4~g~..~,~ ::,~ ~ V Ma.~t ~. lem-lm.Ud.  
,.~ . ' Lakclsa Development Ltd. 
Tralli'~!q~llce for rent. Close Box 1219 
In. Norl~ts. Phone 635.5350. c.o Terrace Dally Herald 
(C2.27.,~uly) .. 3212 Kalum SWeet 
MUST~Et.L Djplomat12x6e, Terrace. B.C. 
mobll~c home. Many extras, 
can be~soen by-appointment 
only. l~hone 632.2585 after 5 
.p.m. (C3.30July) Full tlme posltlon for A~R.T. 
Glen.d~Je mobile home for Health Record Technl~lan. 
sale. 12x66. Must be seen Io Salary and frlngo bonetlts as 
beap~re¢leted, unfurnlshed, per collective agreement. 
Apply to Personnel 
I0x32: foot odditlon wlth' Dlrector, Mllls Memorlai 
bedro(~m aUached, finished. 
For /i,~l~|~tmont to view Hospital. Terrace~ VgG 2W7. 
phen*  635-7949, 635-9991. (C3.27,31JUlyo3AUg)' 
( Jui¥1 ' ' 70: I 
70 '  L !VESTOCK ~j 
'I"END-ERS are'Invited for 
retlnlshlng exterior porttons 
(about 3,400 sq. ft.) of old 
pert of re.lnforced concrete 
3 horses for sale. 1 thorough. 
• bred Morgan, 1 guartorhorse 
Welsh, 1 Shetland Welsh 
cross. Phone 635-9400. (P2". 
27July)i . . ... 
• photo bY J.G. Hagey 
],000 dogs and eats are bern every hour. A mew 
Invention saves carpetsl 
Invention saves carpets 
Even if only I 0% of that refunded. 
many puppies and kittens 
become household pets, 
they can do a great deal of 
damage to rugs andcarpets 
before they become house. 
broken. 
Many pet owners Will be 
pleased to learn that a 
Loildon, Ontario company, 
Reidell Chemicals Limitd, 
has a newly developed 
preduct hat removes bo~h 
odours and urine stains 
from carpets or other 
fabrics. It is guaranteed to 
be effective regardless of  
e 
# 
Imlldl~ to match exterior of 
newer ,laddition. Complete 
detall~ and Engines.ring 
specifications available 
from zDIrector of Plant 
Operations or ,  Ad. 
mlnlstrator, Bulkley Volley 
Dlstrl~l.Hospltal, P.O~ Box 
3" /0 ,  Sntlthers, B.C., V0J 2N0, 
Tel. 847.26~11. 
Boslc ~ork Involved: sand. 
blaSfll~ILexlstlng flnlsh and 
eppllcation of f!nlsh concrete 
to matCh:balance of exterlor. 
Work r~should commence 
about,September i, 1979.' 
Lowestor any tender wlll not 
necessarily be a/:ce, pted. 
TIPS ON USING stain age, states Mr. Glenn 
BAKINGSODA T. Reid, the company's 
T~.~E ~ president. "
[ViCjPMb-Y ~ ":~ - " - - -  '--" "'"~ ' " y / S ~ V E The•trade name of the 
.. product is- "Urine-Erase" 
• and it is available in kits, A SEPTIC TANK SOLUTION . . . . . . . .  
. . . . .  . wna easy-io-lonow in. t~romer, sister, morn anu . . . . . . .  
-.~ . . . .  e.--, . . . . .  ,.^. atructlons reClUSeS lne  
d ~ g u . . . ,  t ;~¥t ;~[y  l l l l l l l l l~"  I i lC I | I I J~ f -  * .  . • • / 
can help care for the home's knt also lnc!uaes a guaran- 
septic system. All it takes is a ted: that the product will 
little responsibility.., know- prove satisfactory or money 
ing not to flush difficult.to- 
break.down items like dispm- | 
able diapers, facial tissu'es, |~ 
cigarette butts, coffee grinds, . | ~ 
plastic or cat litter into t~.e~/i ~. 
septic tank . . . .  ' ',:.~" ,')~ii;~ [.,~ 
' .  : ' *  l i l l  ~ l i . '¢ .  : i ,~b~: : ,  ~ l ,~r .  '. 
Bide 1o be submlfled to the 
AdmlMstralor (above ad. 
dreso);; by 1:30 p.m., August 
20, 19~. (A4. 
26,37,3/~July,2,3Aug ) 
NOTICE OF INTENT :I"T~. ~ ~L-'~" ::" . . . .  ~"  
RE, L IQUOR CONTROL "The fo rmer  owner  was 
' ANp.LICENSINO ACT 
AP~J.ICAT!ON FOR A 
"D"NE IOHBOURHOOD * 
I /U~LIC " HOUSE / :  
. '~LIeENCE~ & Hammer  Baking Soda 
down the toilet or drain every 
It Is .the Intention of Ills ..week. Baking Soda improves 
underMgned . to apply~ the biological activity in your 
posua~t to ihl prcvlslcns of septic tank, helping break 
the ~quor Control and down household solid wastes, 
Llcenllng Act, to.the General. including fats and detergents. 
Maneger; Liquor Control A weekly.addltion of Arm & 
Hammer  Baking Soda is a 
simple way to help prevent 
corrosion, clogging, back-ups 
and embarassing septic odors. 
HOW TO HEL 
an eco logy  buf f ,  but  
a lb i t  absent -minded. "  
" "D~), ho~;~;~'~;'e~'~:'~r~;~l~(~ ~ 
family to pour a cup of Arm 
Nonsouring 
The new Palm Dairies 
UHT 2% milk, whipping 
cream and chocolate milk, 
now being introduced into 
western Canada, will 
remain fresh for •months 
without refrigerat'ion. 
These products a re  stored 
in any convenient •cupboard " 
and only enough for 
immediate household use is 
chilled in the refrigerator; 
The large •amount of refdg- 
In some cases "Urine- 
Erase" is even more 
eatisfactory than replacing 
a carpet. This applies when 
urine' has seeped through 
carpet and underpad -- 
going'into the wood floor- 
ing. If such occurs, bacteria 
forms, which produces an Contents are poured from a 
edger that will come up fold-down shoulder spout. 
through even a brand new 
~rpetandunderpad. crater space needed' to 
The product i s  effective •store family quantities of 
for all types of urine (dog, milk can thus be available 
cat, or human) as well as for other uses. 
stomach bile stains. Each The brick shaped 1 liter' 
kit contains ix spot treat- Tetra Brik packages are 
ments. Urine-Erase is completely filled, with no 
advertised in the classified air inside and can' be 
section of most Canadian stacked five high. They are 
placed together to form a 
weekly newspapers, under solid block of mi lk  thus 
the heading "Articles For making the most efficient 
Sale". use of space. 
Now 'you can enjoy your •Twelve liters of UHT 2% 
pet without worrying about milk are packed in an open 
stains or odours during its • too corrugated tray with.a 
early training period, sk~fitight clear plastic over- 
wrap. This contains a total 
" '  .of '422.4 ft.. oz .  (about~ 
Withthe'°' RedCross.J 
P Y01JR CHILD AT SCHOOL. 
The Herald, Monday, July 30, 1979, Page I 
milk comes to 
• • ; : : .  
;~ ;~~i} ,5~. , .~:~,~ ~:~W~Z~  '~,~;~;- i ,, .:,~:#!. 
~ . ~  - .~ 
~ i ~ : ~  , ~ ' ~  . . . . . .  ., . ..,...~,,~.~ 
r, ::!.- ,,.' 
One lltre of milk fille five 7 oz. glasses. 
2 1/3 gallons) and is easy and in the export field 
to carry. It allows families because of savings made 
to purchase "larger quan- possible with unrefrigerat. 
tides for summer-long use ed shipping. Already 
in cottages and Io avoid moves in this direction are 
running out in the home. being made. Mr. R. Pettit, 
Small 250 ml. (8.8 fl.oz.) 
Tetra Brik containers of 
chocolate and regular milk 
are being sold off store 
shelves like soft drinks and, 
like them, are chilled only 
for pleasant drinking. They 
are especially desirable for 
school 'milk because they 
eliminate most of the 
handling problems teachers 
and school maintenance 
people find objectionable, 
such as souring from ex- 
ended storage times. Thes~ 
same small packages con- 
taining whipping cream can 
be kept in the home for 
unexpected guests or as 
surprise toppings on 
desserts~ There is no need 
to make separate purchases 
for special occasions. 
The new Palm products 
offer exciting opportunities 
f~ir sale m other provnnces 
western Canada 
• . , • .  
UHT milk and cream 
doesn't isour or otherwisc 
deteriorate because they 
contain none of the heat- 
resisting bacteria that 
remain after pasteurizer. 
ion. This is accomplished 
by heating in the UHT pro. 
case. to 145 degrees C for 
three seconds and immed. 
lately chilling to room 
temperature. The products 
are then packaged, in a 
sterilized paper/foil/plastic 
laminate carton inside a 
sterile chamber containing 
only bacteria.free air. Thus 
they contain not a single 
living microcrganism. 
UHT milk products are 
Twelve one'lltre packages 
are packed in a cerrugated 
tray, then shrink-wrapped. 
of Manitoba's Department 
of Agriculture says there is 
The square po es oan. 
be stacked like bridm for 
most eflldent uee of apaee.  
highly succeasfq| through- 
Out the world burwere on ly  
ii'~troduced int6 Nor t5  
America in late 1975 hy 
Laiter/e Cite of Quebec City ~ 
a market for UHT products where sales have growR 
in his province and he steadily ever since. Palm 
doesn't believe there i s  Dairies is the first to bring 
much opposition to bring- their advantages to house- 
ing them in from Alberta'. holds in western Canada. ,
, . • . . ,  , 
• .............. ...... ; .... ; • ; • ....v.~..:.~;;~:~.~;,.;.%~.~...... .%. `%. .~ %........~.%..~.....~....~..~...~..~%%%~v.....%...~..~..`.....~.......Y.~.~.~.~.~.~ ...s~e • .....;.~_:...: %. ...... .% , ;.~; a  ;..( ~-.- -•~-. - 
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PLANER 
CAREER 
, :~ r} ,  ," - 
• ' . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . .  :.' • ' ! '~- :  ': ~ 'i; ~qD:'.~'. " ...... ~:" ' "' 
There's a lot.of you, 
;~;:;:;:;:;~:~:.:~:~:~:~.`:~:`':~:~:`.:~:~:.:.:~:`.:`':.:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:9:~:~:.:~:~:~:.:~:~:.:~:~:::::.~:i~`~.:~!:~;:':`;:~:~i:': 
And Iotyou . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  a ~%~.;:~:~.~:~:~:~:~:~:;~:~:.:.:.~.~;~;~;~;.:¢;~.~.v:.:~:.:.:.~v~..~.~..~:~;%:;:~.~:~..~.~.~.;%%. 
i . .  
can do, WANTED 
" i  
Construction and Maintenance Millwright with Ticket. 
IWA rates. Relocation cost available. Please Contact 
H.D. Nettress 
Personnel Supsrvisor 
Price Skeene Forest Products 
Terrace, B.C. 
; (6e4) 63543M 
(J25,26,27,32,3i) 
FOREMAN 
~, Sawmll.I Iccetsd In Terrace. requires • planer 
foreman to supervise planer yard and shlpplng. 
Applicant should have previous planer mill, 
1allying, and grading experience. Salary Is 
negotiable and IS ,.,compmnsureh~ wlth ,.,e~. ~n 
parlance. An excellent/flag, benefits package I~,~,, 
available. Relocation cost,,Is available. 
Contact: 
H.D. Nattrms 
Personnel Supervisor 
PR!CE SKEENA FOREST PRODUCTS LTD. 
4354,1,16 
(J26,27,30,31,A1) 
and .|lcenslng Branch, 
Victoria, B.C. for a Neigh- 
borho~l Public House 
Llce n~ to operate a Ilcenced 
estabtMhment; on the 
f feml~ situated.at Lakelse 
, LOdod = Etd. (Oil's Place), 
Dlstrl~. Lot 4127, Range 5 
Coast:,/Dlstrlct. Name of 
eppllclnt' Oil Kroyer. 
The '~bove type of Ilcence 
permllo the sale of all types 
of alc~ollc beverages by the 
gloss ~ the premises bet. 
wenn the hours of 9:00 a.m. 
and 1t~.00 p.m. It also per. 
mils tl~ sale of beer and B.C. 
CldariSy the bottle for 
consumption Off the 
premlm. . - .: 
RIII UeMs or' property 
ow~er~:tocated w!th!n a 6 
block ~a or ~/z ml!e radius 
of th~ porpo~ed 'slto are 
requested to Register any 
objections by writing to the 
General Manager, Liquor 
Contro l  and Licensing 
Oranch, P.O. Box 640, 
Victoria, B.C. VSW 2P8.  
(NC3.3~JuIv) 
No matter how sophis- 
ticated and advanced 'the 
educational system in your 
school, no  matter how 
talented and dedicated the 
teacher, no matter how 
advanced the curriculum, 
your children could get a 
second-rate education unless 
1977 Chev van, 19000 miles, 3 
way |ridge, heater, stove. 
Asklnl~ $9,500.00. Must be 
seen ,~o be appreciated.' 
Phone 635-6571, (P10.3OJul¥) 
Starcraft H.T.'1Ont railer. 2 
years-old, s!eeps 6. Erldge & 
stove & furnace. Ports Pottle 
& canopy Included. Ira. 
" maculokl cOndition. Phons 
635.3241. (Pe-27July) 
ImCOR O TZ 
QUICK- INEXPENSIVE 
Obtai~ your incorporation 
over ~he phone-fast. For 
more ~nformation call Self- 
Couns~ILServiees, the law 
offlce[d~ Jack D. James, 
M.B.A], .~L.B. T0!! Free 112- 
800-6e~3035 (i~ Vancouver 
area ~:all 986-3366). (Atfn- 
'mare •,very gentle & well 
~tralnec~. Phone 635-3265. (P2- 
27July) 
you, as a parent, care about 
their pursuit of learning-- 
and  put that care into 
action. 
Invo lvement  in the 
school, through participa- 
t ion in parent / teacher  
groups, is one way. Interest 
in your child's work at home 
and at school is another. 
And of course, providing 
your child with a well lit, 
comfortable and reasonably 
quiet place to study is im- 
portant, too. 
But what about the 
myriad questions that arise 
in their pursuit of knowl- 
edge? What about the facts 
and background informa- 
tion they need to successful- 
ly complete their homework 
assignments? There are the 
textbooks, of course. But 
well-rounded education goes 
beyond textbook study. 
There are, and should be, 
no limits to the questioning 
m!?n easy-to-use ncyclo- 
pedia in the home, at finger- 
tip access to the child, is 
one important way'to ex- 
An encyclopedia is very valuable to a student 
work ing  on a specia l  repor t  or term paper. 
you can afford. 
There are many encyclo- 
pedias on the mar, ket. 
One that meets the criteria 
for cultural and educa- 
tional excellence, is the 
New Illustrated Columbia 
Encyclopedia, published by 
Rockville House Publishers 
by  ar rangement  with 
Columbia University Press, 
panda  child's learning New York.' 
opportunities. You'll need a This 24-voluthe hard- 
set of encyclopedias that is 'cover set which includes, 
complete, that make even a 528-page soft-cover dic- 
complex suhjects easy to t ionary with the second 
understand. You'll want volume, is sold exclusively 
volumes that are well illus, in supermarkets. Itslow per- 
trated so they capture the volume cost fits neatly into 
child's imagination, spark theshnpping budget. 
his youthful inquisitiveness Even it' the buyer misses 
and enthusiasm, a volume st the store, it can 
And, realistically, you'll be purchased irectly from 
want a set of encyclopedias the puhlisher at the store 
price. 
Who are the specialists 
and authorities behind the 
50,000-plus articles in over 
7,500 pages of knowledge? 
Ph.D.'s, professors, teachers, 
librarians, experts in many 
fields. These consultants are. " 
associated with major 
universities and colleges 
throughout the country. 
There arc over 5,000 
illustrations, 3,000 in full 
color, plus 66,000 cross ref- 
erences and 44,000 bih!io- 
graphical references, 
Hundreds of the world's 
finest minds contrihuted to 
this encyclopedia with one 
ohjective: produce a work 
right not ' only for each 
child, hut for adults who 
wish to expand the limits 
of their knowledge. 
~ .  ~. l t : l -L~ ~ '/~ ~;v . . -~  Ho~JE~; ~- -~- - ,  ~f~:f-~A"*.:~Jj~r A M4,'~- 
Fr~/~-~='--r::-%l~.~]~ . ~ ; =  - :"? t< KL ,~N~, , ,C . -~-~, 'S~_  ~ -~.~-~':" 
Because large windows increase ~he possibility of heat loss i.n winter and heat gain in 
summer, some experts suggest future homes be built with slitlike windcws similar tc 
those in medieval castles. 
Eurooan Pulp and Paper Company Limited Kltlmat 
Logging Division has an Immediate opening for a 
heavy duty mechanic. Applloants must be fully ex. 
perlonced In maintenance and road construction 
equipment. Interested persons should direct Inquiries 
and applications to: 
E U R O C A N  
PULP  & PAPER CO. LTD. 
D. Krug 
Kitlmst Logging Division 
Box 1400 
Kitlmet, B.C. 
VllC 2HI 
Pbme; 632.3191 
School District No. 88 (Terrace) 
invites Appl ications for 
TWO TEACHERS, 
One Pr imary  and One Intermediate, for the~ 
Programme Cadre De F.rancais. Ideally the 
successful candidates wi l l  
1. Be f luent ly  bi l ingual.  
2. Have successful e lementary teaching 
experience. 
3. Be able to obtain a B.C. Teaching 
Certif icate. 
4. Be able to teach al l  e lementary subjects 
in a mult i -grade assignment. 
Please forward  appl icat ion and  supporting 
documents to: 
Mr .  M.  Bergsma 
Director of instruct ion 
Box 460 
Terrace, B.C. VgG4B5 
b~/August 10, 1979. 
I I 
M eohanio Requi 
in Terraoe 
-.Heavy duty mechanic 
--Experience In truck repairs required 
--Engine experience desirable 
--Electrical experience desirable 
--Steady position with full benefits 
Apply in person  to: 
inland Kenworth Sales 
1679 Kenworth Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
636-2292 
School District No. 88 (Terrace) 
invites Appl icat ions for  
A PART-TIME TEACHER of GITKSAH 
at K l twanga E lementary- Junior  Sec0ndar 
School. Ideal ly the successful candidate wl l  
1. B~ f luent In speaking, reading, and 
wr i t ing  Gitksan (Western Dialect) .  
2. Be knowledgeable concerning local 
history and culture.  
3. Have had successful experiences In 
supervis ing and Instruct ing youngsters. 
4. Be el igible for a B.C. Teaching Cer. 
t i f icate. 
Please fo rward  appl icat ion and supporting 
documents to: 
Mr .  M. Bergsma 
Dire  ff  
Mr .  M .  Bergsma 
D i rec tor  of Ins t ruct ion  
Box 460 
Ter race ,  B.C.  VSG4B$ 
by August 10, 1979. 
• % 
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DEAR READERS: If you have no interest In improvi~ 
your health, losing weight, or feeling better about yourself, 
sklp this column. It will bore you. 
If you're still reading, have I sot anexercise |sr you! Just 
plain, eld-fsohlsned walking. 
Walking imprsves clrculatlon, reduces your heart rate, 
aide digestion, eases tension, burns calories and, praise the 
Lord, conserves gasoline, lt'o less strenuous than jogging or 
running,, and will do just as much for you. 
Walking requires no lessons, no skills, no costly equip- 
meat, and you don't have to join a club to do it. All you need 
is a pair of good walking shoos. (Any old pair of comfortable 
shoes will nol doJ Invest In some quality, lightweight run. 
ulna shoes with crepe soles to cushion the shock created by 
constantly pounding the concrete. 
I know you've been walking for n long time, but if you 
want to start off on the right foot, you should know that 
there is a right and wrong way to walk for health and exer- 
cise. 
When you walk, keep your chin up, head high and back 
straight. And let your arms swing nnturaHy. 
it doesn't matter whether you take long strides or short 
ones. Take the efze steps that feel comfortable toyou, but do 
try to work up to a peppy rhythm and stick with it. 
if you're walking for exercise, don't stop to window shop, 
do errands or visit. 
While walking, breathe naturally. It doesn't matter 
whether your mouth is open or closed, but the inetor you 
walk, the more oxygen you'll need. If you're walking wlth a 
partner, you should be able to carry on on a normal conver.. 
sat/on. And fn case you're wondering, yes, you should he 
able to walk and chew gum at the ssm~ time. 
Walking should be painless. If you notice iny chest pains, 
neck or back pains, slow down. If the pain persists, ee your 
doctor. 
!1 you heart starts to beat oo fast, or you feel light- . 
headed or dizzy, take it easy• You're pushing yourself too 
bard. 
If you're a beginner and very much overweight, don't 
wear yourself out walking. And don't ry to tackle hills and 
steep Inclines. Walking should be enjoyable-not ex- 
hausting. And perhaps ! should mention here that walking is 
nol for everybody. !!you're not in normal good health, ask 
your doctor if you should join the walkers. 
Distance is important: !! you've never walked for exer- 
case, start by walking a mile a day on a fiat surface. Then 
build up to two miles. The ideal dally walk is three miles per 
day. IMore is better.} Try to walk every day. II you can't 
manage that, force yourself to walk • at least four times a 
week for at least 30 minutes. The average walker can walk 
three miles in an hour. 
First the good newS: Studies how that half an hour of 
steady, brisk walking will burn from 180 to ZS0 calories. Se 
• without changing your eating habits, 180 half-hour walks 
per year can whittle 15 pounds ff your frame. 
Now for the bad news: If you "reward" yourself with a hot 
fudge sundae you will have to walk from five to six hours to 
make up for itl 
• Some people find walking a bore. If you do, recruit some 
walking partners. Or take a pocket radio along for company. 
if you develop foot probleme-bHsters, ~hing arches, 
"hot spots" that burn your feet, your shoes are wrong. See4 . 
podiatrist and follow his instructions. 
Walking (as well as running and jogging) is noW the 'qn" 
thing for us formerly lazy Americans, and it's high time. The 
Harris Poll found that half the people in the United States 
don't get enough exercise. And 47 percent of those polled 
gave "lack of time" as the reason for their failure to exer- 
cise, while others aid frankly it was ,'lack of concern." 
Accordiog to n recent article in the Minneapolis Star, we 
are the best-fed nation on earth, yet our males rank 22d in 
Hie expectancy and our females rank 10th in the world. 
If that doesn't get you off your duffs, in men 40 years of 
age the U.S. ranks 37th in life expectancy, compared with 
an 11th-place ranking 20 years ago! 
But cheer up. The fat-fighters, the cardiologists-in fact, 
the entire medical establishment-sees walking as' the best 
altornntive for non-exercisers, many sf whom are con- 
trlhuting to the grim statistics quoted above, i 
So, shape up, America! If you're not already doing 
I something about keeping fit, join the pedestrians and put your best foot forward-again od again and again. I aml  Love, Abby 
• , . . 
Your Individual: - 
Horoscope 
Frances Duke = 
What kind of day will 
tomorrow be? To flndout what 
the stars say, read the 
forecast given for your birth 
Sign. 
ARIES 
(Ma,. ~x to ~.  19)T,=~ 
' Take advantage.ofpleasant 
opportunities .to further 
romantic interests. Singles 
and marrieda alike ahoukl feel 
optimistic. 
TAURUS 
(~p~. ~0 to my 2o) 
Trust hunches re 
hacking foe work pro~te. 
Loved unes are enppe~ve and 
the dhmte ~ rape for ira. 
portent gains. 
GEMINI m_, J~ 
(May 21 to June 20) mum~7 
Revised th ink~ ahaut a 
creative project aids its 
fu]flllmunL Take lnllitsve re 
romantic rind recreational 
aetivitites. Be I~ l~!  
CANCER 
(June ~ to j~  ,~) O~;~ 
You'll come to an Impartant 
dmnesttc dec/ulou and find the 
way clear fer ite speedy im- 
p lementat ion;  •Fami ly  
memb~s are 
LEO (J~v- to A~. =) . J~  
• . . . i  I • 
~JCIIO~ II Yak lie Mminl 10 War god 
1Malemmu IIAbiz",mmap IIEtomity .11Summer 
, am,s  . ~ mmm DOWN pest 
manm~ . anmtmt I Public . 16 Poetic 
rmort ' /4 Mopal vehicle contractlon 
8 Kind d pm~45 Nathan Male, .Z Peunut Z0Word o~ 
11 Fed pom'l~ fot?..ene or corn assent 
ISEt - ,  ISelze .3~,  ZlMix 
14 Dem've i l Ardor o~asort ~Verdi opus 
llKfnd ~ " I~ Like ~ hazy 4 Wires Z3 Total 
flim~r sky 5 Beverage Z7 Girl of song 
l~Type d code i l  ~tunk order a cookies Z9 Navy 
' v Heaped kitty 
the Florida S8 Employ 8 Marine alga 31Lack 
Keys • m Walked 9 Vetch 33 Well read 
ZlWmpmm 
N Aetrem 
• S Pedro's 
NDine 
BCm" 
UAdo~ une 
NOne ofthe' 
: "Litlle 
Womm, 
u ~m~t, 
for one 
~ Tended 
the lewn 
Avg. s01ulfou time: zs man. 
6-21 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
Fuel 
38 Caesar's 551' 
~o ZngU~ 
writer 
. ~ Reason 
45 Scientist's 
hangout 
46 Impudent 
47 Wln~ke. 
45 Tuber 
49 Jog 
53 Mexico's 
Santa-- 
GI's org. 
55 Poetic word 
! 
2 
~' 7 
19 
m 24 
"U 
b 
I0 
10 31. 
" ' i "  
:: 
• c ~ [ m ,  " . 
. •  o 
AHTUNUJKT  JTHRV RUTT NI~.F 
KVF  AKENF 
NTIONS AGE. ' " 
To~, y's Cryptoqulp elm: H equals 0
~e~e ~ u a shnp~ su~uinum c~hee ~ w~eb e~h 
tier used stonds far another. If you thlnk tlmt X equMs O, It 
will equal o throughaut the puale. Sln~e lsttm, ~ort woe& 
and words using un aimtrnphe can give you dues to Idmt~ 
vowels. Solution is accomplishad by~ and error. 
• 1171K lns  Ihml Iwu i lmd la le ,  Imc.  
By Stan Lee and John Romita 
I 
A family mm~ber helps you ,' 
change perspective. New the AWUs, ZING SPIDERMAN ideas are creative and an 
optimistic note pervades 
activities. $oelal l i fe  
VIRGO 
__  ~ , w A ~  ~. .  . sw (A..i~. :~. to SWt. ~)  nv~ L 
through ~mer  ~alm er the ~.=. 
(sept. ~ to oeL ~1 __~ 
The  enco~rasement  o f  ~a~ 
your touch c ntact personality,in l~ vides meet mdesvon, thePers°nal ~ ~ ~'~/~ ~ ~ i  ~ 
SCORPIO - - i  ~ ~ . . (o~,~ to.o...) "I'alP 
You'll accomplish much 
from behind-tEe-scenes. 
ThUgs fall into place without 
much effort. Today, you are 
.the power behind the thrme! 
(Nov,.~to Dee, ~)..~ .i~.... 
~.~o . .~  ~.  soup 
vines. Your optlmlmn 18 
cont~luns and c~bributm to
overall harmony. . 
CAPRICORN '1 ~, 
(Dee. 22 to Jan. 19)" vO ~ ~ 
.Career twi~ should leave 
you in a favorable p~/tlm. 
Consolidate gains, and get to 
work un new lXOJeC~ which 
should prove rewardl~g; 
• 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
You may make a ebanp of 
advisers if you force 
Even so, you'll qulddy ~ a 
replacement who will wm.k for 
you~ mutual bun~t. 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 201 
CATFISH 
% 
.I 
the WIZARD OF ID 
By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterm~ 
By Brant,Parker and Johnny HO'~ 
.~ ,  
project has you 'busy getti~ ~ 5TO]~/~/IIN~ I 'T~I~Y A~E. . ( ~ OF y ou~ TAx ~ 1 ~  ] . 
another one launched. Ira. .. " THE C__,/15TIJ~! I .BP-~TF_,~I NTo ~, .~ AT WO~I~.. : 
B. By Johnny Hart , :  
' . ' I ' ' . 
By Garry TrudeCl~' 
i ~~-  ~11 ~L~A~-  i~ .~ ~,,~o~o I ~,H- ~~.~ 
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